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Abstract

A Latent-Class Selection Model
for Nonignorably Missing Data

Most missing-data procedures assume that the missing values are ignorably
missing or missing at random (MAR), which means that the probabilities of response
do not depend on unseen quantities. Although this assumption is convenient, it is
sometimes questionable. For example, questionnaire items pertaining to sensitive information (e.g., substance use, delinquency, etc) may show high rates of missingness.
Participants who fail to respond may do so for a variety of reasons, some of which
could be strongly related to the underlying true values.
Data are said to be nonignorably missing if the probabilities of missingness
depend on unobserved quantities. Traditional selection models for nonignorable nonresponse are outcome-based, tying these probabilities to partially observed values directly (e.g., by a logistics regression). These methods are inherently unstable, because
the relationship between a partially observed variable and its missingness indicator
is understandably difficult to estimate. Moreover, with multivariate or longitudinal
responses, the number of distinct missingness patterns becomes quite large, making
traditional selection modeling even more unattractive. Information in the missing-data
indicators is sometimes well summarized by a simple latent-class structure, suggesting
that a large number of missing-data patterns may be reduced to just a few prototypes.
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In this thesis, we describe the new method for imputing missing values under a
latent-class selection model (LCSM). In the LCSM, the response behavior is assumed
to be related to the items in question, and to additional covariates, only through a
latent membership measured by the missingness indicators. We describe the LCSM
and apply it to data from a school-based study of alcohol risk and exposure among
adolescents in Pennsylvania, which has sensitive items with high rates of missingness.
We examine alcohol risk index for students from 8 to 13 years old and compare our
model’s performance to that of MAR-based alternative.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Multivariate Incomplete Data
Statistical analysis and modeling of multivariate data with missing values poses

many challenges. Early work on this problem focused on efficient estimation of means
and covariance matrices. Covariances are important because they provide a basis for
multiple regression, principal component analysis, structural equation modeling, and
so on. Literature on multivariate missing-data methods is reviewed by Little and Rubin
(2002), and Schafer (1997). The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (Beale
and Little, 1975; Dempster et al., 1977) produces maximum likelihood (ML) estimates
of means and covariances under an assumption of normality (Little and Rubin, 2002,
Chapter 8). A useful alternative to ML methods is multiple imputation (MI) (Rubin,
1987; Schafer, 1997). In MI, each of the missing values is replaced by a set of plausible
simulated values, which represent uncertainty about the missing data. Whereas the
EM algorithm produces estimates of model-specific parameters, a multiply imputed
dataset can be analyzed in a variety of ways. The resulting completed datasets can
be used by multiple researchers. EM and MI have also been implemented under
non-normal models, including log-linear models for multivariate categorical data, the
general location model for mixed datasets containing both continuous and categorical
data, and a multivariate linear mixed–effects model for multivariate panel data or
clustered data (Schafer, 1997, Chapter 2).
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2
The approaches mentioned above are almost invariably implemented under
the assumption that the missing values in the dataset are missing at random (MAR)
(Rubin, 1976). MAR essentially means that the probabilities of missingness may
depend on observed data, but are conditionally independent of all missing values
given the observed ones. However, this assumption is often questioned. Reasons for
missing values are often thought to be related to the values themselves. For instance,
individuals may refuse to answer sensitive items (e.g., pertaining to income or drug
use) on a questionnaire for reasons related to the underlying true values for those
items.
In multivariate settings with arbitrary patterns of missingness, the MAR assumption is mathematically convenient, but it is intuitively unappealing and often
implausible (Robins and Gill, 1997). In a multivariate setting, MAR means that a
subject’s probabilities of responding to items may depend only on his or her own set
of observed items, a set that changes from one subject to the next, which seems odd
or unnatural.
If we suspect that missingness may depend on missing values, then a proper
analysis requires us to jointly model the population of the complete data and the missingness indicators. Many articles have been published on this problem, particularly in
the context of longitudinal studies with dropout (Diggle and Kenward, 1994; Ibrahim
et al., 2001; Little, 1995; Troxel et al., 1998). Dropout produces a missing-data pattern
that is monotone, in the following sense: Suppose Yij is the measurement for subject
i at occasion j. Missingness is montone if, whenever an element Yij is missing, Yik is
also missing for all k > j (Rubin, 1974). Missingness patterns in longitudinal studies
are often monotone or nearly so, because once a subject drops out of the study in a
given wave, the subject usually does not return in subsequent waves.
Relatively little has been published on non-MAR non-monotone missingness for
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general multivariate problems. Monotone missingness can be described with a simple
sequence of models predicting the probability that a subject drops out at occasion
j + 1 given that the subject is still present at occasion j. A multivariate dataset
with p variables, however, may have as many as 2p possible patterns. In that case,
modeling the relationships among the missingness indicators and their relationships
to the incomplete data is challenging. Some work has been done on this problem with
categorical responses (Park, 1998; Fitzmaurice et al., 1996a). For example, Rubin
et al. (1995) and Molenberghs et al. (2001) presented analyses of survey data related
to the Slovenian plebiscite, allowing the probabilities of missingness to depend on the
items in various ways. This example, however, had only a few variables. Relatively
little has been done on the problem of nonignorable nonresponse where the underlying
population is assumed to be multivariate normal. Little (1993, 1994) explored patternmixture models for multivariate missing data, and Scheid (under review) proposes a
selection model for bivariate normal distributed data with nonignorable nonresponse.
Once again, however, these models are practical for only a small number of variables
or patterns.
If missingness is systematically related to outcomes of interest, and if these
non-MAR aspects of the data are not taken into account in the analysis, the resulting estimates of population parameters may be biased (Pirie et al., 1988; Vach and
Blettner, 1995). Moreover, the results of the study may be difficult to generalize, because the respondents may not represent the target population of interest, again due
to differential rates of missingness across different types of subjects.
In practice, investigators can never be sure whether departures from the MAR
assumption in their data are severe enough to make a difference. Even if the primary
analysis proceeds under an assumption of MAR, it is worthwhile to investigate how the
results may change under different assumptions. A standard ignorable analysis can be
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strengthened by sensitivity analyses that include nonignorable alternatives. Results
become more convincing if estimates from a variety of alternative models agree. If they
do not agree, the differences impart a better sense of the true levels of uncertainty.
Nonignorable models that have been proposed thus far have tended to be
problem-specific and do not generalize well. The primary goal of this research is to
develop a general method for nonignorable modeling of incomplete multivariate data
based on the idea of latent class modeling (Goodman, 1974; McCutcheon, 1987). We
will summarize the distribution of the missingness indicators through a latent-class
model, and then relate subjects’ latent-class memberships to the variables containing
the missing values. A detailed description of this new model will be given in Chapter
3.

1.2

Notations and Definitions
Some notational conventions will be used throughout this thesis. We will use

Yij to denote the response of the ith subject to the jth variable. For notational ease,
we will use unbolded-Y to denote a vector as well as a variable. A complete dataset
will be denoted by a matrix Ycom with n rows and p columns, where n represents the
number of subjects and p represents the number of variables. We will also denote the
observed portions of Ycom as Yobs , and the unobserved items as Ymis , so the complete
data Ycom can be written as Ycom = (Yobs , Ymis ). This partitioning of Ycom can be
encoded in a set of random variables R, a matrix with the same dimensions as Ycom ,
whose elements take the value of 1 if the corresponding element of Ycom is observed
and 0 if the element of Ycom is missing. R will be called the missingness indicators.
P (R | Ycom ; ξ) is the missingness mechanism, or the distribution of missingness, which
specifies how the probabilities of missingness are related to the complete data, and ξ
represents parameters of the missingness mechanism. These relationships should be
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interpreted in a correlational, rather than a causal, sense. A model for the distribution
of missingness does not need to include the “true causes” of R; it only needs to
accurately describe the relationship between R and Ycom in the population.
A useful classification of missingness mechanisms is presented by Little and
Rubin (2002, Chapter 2):
1. Missing data are said to be missing completely at random (MCAR) if the distribution of missingness does not depend on Yobs or Ymis , P (R | Ycom ; ξ) = P (R; ξ).
2. Missing data are said to be missing at random (MAR) if the distribution of
missingness does not depend on Ymis , P (R | Ycom ; ξ) = P (R | Yobs ; ξ).
3. Missing data are missing not at random (MNAR) if there is any violation of
MAR, P (R | Ycom ; ξ) 6= P (R | Yobs ; ξ).
The third situation is often termed “nonignorable” and is the main focus of this research. MNAR means that, even after accounting for all the available observed information, the reasons for observations being missing still depend on the unseen observations themselves. To obtain valid inferences under MNAR, a joint model for the
complete data Ycom and the missingness indicators R is required. Unfortunately, one
can never tell from the data at hand whether the missing values are MAR or NMAR.
Assessing the plausibility of MAR versus MNAR requires external knowledge of the
subject matter. Rather than trying to judge whether the missing values are MAR, we
will develop tools to explore how inferences may change if the assumptions of MAR is
violated.

1.3

Motivating example
The methodology in this thesis was partly motivated by data from a school-

based study of alcohol risk and exposure among adolescents in the Pennsylvania area.
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The data were collected as part of pilot study to investigate the characteristics of a
new instrument called Assessment of Liability and Exposure to Substance Use and
Antisocial Behavior (ALEXSA) (Ridenour et al., under review). This instrument was
designed to measure predictors of addiction and other problem behaviors (APBs) in
students aged 8 to 13. One section of ALEXSA was devoted to measures of alcohol
exposure and risk, to estimate the levels of social and environmental exposure to
alcohol as a predictor of APBs. Students who correctly recognized alcohol from a given
set of pictures were presented a series of alcohol-related questions. These questions
pertained to how they first learned about alcohol, parents’/friends’/own attitudes
regarding alcohol, normative beliefs about alcohol use by persons at the respondent’s
age, ever being offered/ever tried the drug, availability of alcohol, expected high school
use, and frequency of current use. These items were designed to be aggregated into a
single overall measure of alcohol risk and exposure.
In the ALEXSA pilot study, these alcohol-related items contain a mixture of
planned and unplanned missing values. Planned missingness arises from the initial
question, which we called the stem question, which determines whether the subject
knows what alcohol is. If so, then he or she proceeds to the remaining items. However,
there are some missing values on the stem question, because data collectors could
not always determine whether the subject recognized alcohol. Additionally, coding
problems sometimes led data collectors to skip the subsequent items when the subject
really did know what alcohol is. Finally, even when subjects did know and were
directed to the remaining items, some of their responses to those items were “don’t
know” or refused. The researchers suspected that these missing values were often
related to the underlying answer. A subject may have responded with a “don’t know”
or refusal to mask a true answer that was socially undesirable. Given the potential for
nonignorable missingness, the researchers thought it would be important to consider
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alternative assumptions about missingness, to investigate the possibilities for bias and
for possibly misleading conclusions from an analysis based on MAR alone. More
detailed information about ALEXSA dataset will be given in Chapter 5.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review
and a discussion of published work related to the problem of multivariate incomplete
data with nonignorable missingness. Two types of nonignorable models—selection and
pattern-mixture models—are described, along with their advantages and limitations.
Chapter 3 presents some general notation and definitions for latent-class (LC)
models. We then present our new model, which we call a latent-class selection model
(LCSM), for nonignorably missing multivariate data. In Chapter 4, we describe computational strategies for Bayesian inference and multiple imputation under the LCSM.
We also discuss issues of model checking and selection of prior distributions for the
LCSM parameters.
In Chapter 5, we first apply the LCSM to a small example dataset, the Foreign
Language Attitude Scale (FLAS) data described by Schafer (1997), to show that missingness indicators can often be well described by a simple latent class structure. We
then apply the LCSM to our motivating example from ALEXSA, using the computational algorithms described in Chapter 4, and compare the results from the LCSM to
those from an ignorable model.
Finally, we provide an in-depth discussion of features, possible extensions of
our LCSM, conclusions and future work in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
Overview of the Literature on Nonignorable models for
Incomplete Multivariate Data

If there is reason to suspect that missingness may depend on missing observations themselves, so the MAR assumption is questionable, alternative procedures may
be developed by proposing models for the missingness mechanism that relate probabilities of missingness to the missing values. The most common approach is to construct
a fully parametric model for the joint distribution of the complete data and missingness indicators, and then estimate the unknown parameters using either maximum
likelihood or Bayesian methods (Little and Rubin, 2002, Chapter 8).
Let R be the missingness indicators which separate the complete data Ycom
into (Yobs , Ymis ). Let P (Ycom , R | θ, ξ) be the joint distribution for the complete data
and the missingness indicators, where θ and ξ are sets of unknown parameters that
characterize the joint distribution. Because Ymis is not seen, the evidence about θ and
ξ is summarized by the likelihood function given by the integral of this distribution
over the unseen missing values,
L(θ, ξ | Yobs , R) ∝ P (Yobs , R | θ, ξ)
Z
=
P (Yobs , Ymis , R | θ, ξ) dYmis .

(2.1)

If any unmodeled covariates are present, conditioning on covariates will be implicit
in the notation. The practical implication of missing not at random (MNAR) is that
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the likelihood requires an explicit model for R. When Ymis is MAR, a model for R
is not needed. In that case, inferences about the population distribution of Ycom may
be based on a simpler likelihood function that integrates Ymis out of the marginal
distribution of Ycom .
From this likelihood standpoint, there are two major approaches to construct
nonignorable models based on different factorizations of the joint distribution of Ycom
and R: selection models (Diggle and Kenward, 1994; Heckman, 1976) and pattern–
mixture models (Little, 1993).

2.1

Selection Models
Selection models, which were introduced by the econometrician Heckman (1976),

factor the joint distribution of the complete data and the missingness indicators into
a marginal density for the complete data and a conditional density for the missingness
indicators given the complete data,
P (Ycom , R | θ, ξ) = P (Ycom | θ) P (R | Ycom , ξ).

(2.2)

This factorization is conceptually attractive because the parameters of primary interest, θ, which describe population of complete data, appear in the first term, and the
second term is the missing-data mechanism that appears in the definition of MAR.
Heckman applied these models to a univariate response, and Diggle and Kenward
(1994) extended them to multivariate responses. Fitzmaurice et al. (1996b) developed
selection models for incomplete binary responses under a multivariate logistic distribution for the population, and Molenberghs et al. (1997) applied similar methods
to longitudinal ordinal data. The most widely used selection models today combine
a generalized linear regression for a response given covariates with a logit or probit
regression for missingness given the covariates and the response. Selection models
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for cross-sectional data have been implemented in the software packages LIMDEP
(Greene, 1991) and aML (Lillard and Panis, 2000). The OSWALD package (Smith
et al., 1996), based on the extension of the work in Diggle and Kenward (1994), can
fit selection models for longitudinal data.
Selection models are intuitively appealing because they allow researcher to
formalize in the second term P (R | Ycom , ξ) their notions of how the probabilities of
missingness depend directly on the data values. However, selection models should be
approached with caution. Untestable restrictions must be placed on the missingness
mechanism to make these models identifiable (Glynn et al., 1986). Results from selection models can be highly sensitive to different assumptions about the shape of
the complete data population (Little and Rubin, 2002, Chapter 15). With continuous
responses, the common assumption of a normally distributed population cannot be verified when some responses are missing (Hogan et al., 2004). Slight perturbations to the
population model—e.g., assuming a Student’s t-distribution for the population rather
than a normal—may cause drastic changes in parameter estimates (Kenward, 1998).
These models are also sensitive to the functional form of the relationship between the
missingness indicators and the complete data. Tying probabilities of missingness to
the partially observed values directly (e.g., by logit or probit regression) can make
estimates unstable (Diggle and Kenward, 1994).
Parameter estimates for selection models are usually obtained by maximizing
the likelihood function (2.1). The loglikelihoods for these problems are often oddly
shaped. The surface may be nearly flat with respect to some aspects of ξ, leading to
numerical instability (Hogan and Laird, 1997).
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2.2

Pattern-Mixture Models
A popular alternative to selection modeling is to factor the joint distribution

of the complete data and the missingness indicators into a marginal distribution for
the missingness indicators and a conditional distribution for the complete data given
the pattern of missingness,
P (Ycom , R | θ, ξ) = P (R | ξ) P (Ycom | R, θ).

(2.3)

These are called pattern-mixture models (Little, 1993, 1994, 1995; Little and Wang,
1996). The parameters in this approach have a different meaning from those in selection models. Parameters describing the marginal distribution of Ycom do not appear
in the factorization (2.3), but must be obtained by manipulation of ξ and θ. Some
researchers find these less intuitively appealing than selection models, because they
are more accustomed to thinking about how R is influenced by Ycom , rather than how
Ycom depends on R. Pattern-mixture models have computational advantages, however,
because likelihood functions of the form
L(θ, ξ | Yobs , R) ∝ P (Yobs , R | θ, ξ)
Z
=
P (Yobs , Ymis | R, θ)P (R | ξ) dYmis

(2.4)

tend to be easier to work with than those from selection models. Moreover, parameters
that cannot be estimated from the joint distribution of R and Yobs are more readily
identified in the pattern-mixture framework than in the selection framework (Little,
1993).
Pattern-mixture models describe the population of the complete data as a mixture of distributions, weighted by the marginal proportions of subjects in the various
missingness patterns. Marginalization over the patterns is usually required to obtain
parameter estimates of primary interest, which pertain to the population of Ycom . In
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this approach, we stratify the incomplete data by missingness patterns, fit distinct
models within each stratum, and aggregate the results over patterns.
The underlying assumption of pattern-mixture modeling is that every subject
with the same missingness pattern shares a common distribution. When the number
of unique missingness patterns is large, the observations within many strata become
sparse, and parameters estimates from those strata may be unstable. Moreover, the
observed data within a pattern give no information about the aspects of θ that pertain
to the conditional distribution of the missing values given the observed values within
that pattern. In order to estimate θ, identifying restrictions must be placed on the
parameter space (Wu and Bailey, 1984; Little, 1995; Daniels and Hogan, 2000).
Multivariate responses can lead to a large number of patterns, and fitting
separate models to each pattern becomes a daunting task. In practice, the patterns
are often grouped together. In a clinical trial, Heddeker and Gibbons (1997) classified
subjects into just two groups: those who completed the six-week trial, and those who
dropped out at any time prior to the final measurement. Coarsening the information
in R in this way can simplify the construction of a pattern-mixture model. Roy (2003)
proposed a pattern-mixture model that grouped subjects into a small number of latent
classes. His model is related to the new model proposed in this thesis; the differences
will be described in Chapter 3.

2.3

Related Work
Little and Rubin (2002, Chapter 15) provide a general discussion and examples

of nonignorable missing-data models. Little (1995) gives a detailed review of pattern–
mixture and selection models for longitudinal studies, and he characterizes general
classes of models for nonignorable dropout. MNAR dropout is also discussed by Hogan
and Laird (1997), Kenward and Molenberghs (1999), and Verbeke and Molenberghs
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(2000). Ibrahim et al. (2005) examine four common approaches for inference (ML,
MI, fully Bayesian, and weighted estimating equations) in generalized linear modeling
with selection models for the missing-value process. Articles on nonignorable missingdata models for survey data have been written by Stasny (1987, 1988, 1990), Conaway
(1992, 1993), Chambers and Welsh (1993), Forster and Smith (1998), and Heitjan and
Landis (1994).
Model checking and criticism can be challenging with incomplete data, and
especially so when the model assumes the missing values are MNAR. Alternative
functional forms for the missingness mechanism can be compared by the likelihood
ratio or the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). In practice, however, the observed
data usually provide little or no information to distinguish among alternative nonignorable models (Demirtas and Schafer, 2003). Many authors have stressed the central
role of sensitivity analysis, in which results from a variety of models are compared.
Sensitivity analyses for MNAR missing-data models are discussed by Verbeke et al.
(2001), Fairclough et al. (1998), Baker et al. (2003), and Michiels et al. (1999).
The fundamental challenge arising in nonignorable modeling is parameter identification (Baker and Laird, 1988). Certain aspects of the joint distribution of Ycom
and R will never be estimated from the quantities that are seen, which are Yobs and
R. The challenge is to create a model that applies information that is strong enough
to identify the parameters, yet weak enough to allow the data to speak for themselves
and accurately reflect uncertainty. The different factorizations of the likelihood used
in selection and pattern-mixture models naturally lead to different types of identifying restrictions. In selection models, the restrictions are placed on P (R | Ycom , ξ),
whereas in pattern-mixture models they are applied to P (Ycom | R, θ). Other kinds
of restrictions can be imposed by introducing latent variables that attempt to capture
the relationships between Ycom and R in a parsimonious way. Wu and Carroll (1988)
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and Wu and Bailey (1988, 1984) allowed responses to depend on missingness indicators
through individual random effects estimated from a general linear mixed model, and
then averaged over the distribution of the random effects. Their model can be written
as
Z
P (Ycom , R | θ, ξ) =

P (R | b, ξ)P (Ycom | b, θ) dF (b),

(2.5)

where F (b) is a distribution for the subject-specific random effects. In this model,
Ycom and R are linked through b, and inferences are based on the likelihood obtained
by integrating (2.5) over b and Ymis . This is an example of what is often called a
shared parameter model. The shared parameter, b, is a latent trait that drives both
the measurement and missingness processes. Follmann and Wu (1995) extended this
idea to permit generalized linear model for discrete responses with no parametric
assumptions on the distribution of random effects. In a longitudinal setting, Thijs
et al. (2002) allowed different missing-data patterns to share certain parameters so
that the patterns with less data could borrow information from patterns with more
data.
The natural parameters of selection models, pattern-mixture models, and shared
parameter models have very different meanings, and transforming one kind of model
into another is not straightforward. Directly comparing the results from models with
different parameterizations can be difficult. For sensitivity analyses that span multiple
types of models, Demirtas and Schafer (2003) propose the use of multiple imputation
(MI) (Rubin, 1987) in which values of Ymis are repeatedly simulated from a posterior
predictive distribution given Yobs and R. After imputation, all information about the
missingness mechanism is carried in the imputed values, and imputed datasets from
different models can be analyzed in exactly the same way.

Chapter 3
A Latent-Class Selection Model

3.1

Traditional Latent-Class Models and Latent-Class Regression
Given a set of categorical measurements on a sample of units, a researcher may

wish to know if the structure of the data can be explained by classifying units into
a small number of groups of clusters. Latent-class (LC) modeling is one method for
identifying groups of similar units. LC models explain the relationships among the
observed categorical variables or items by an unseen (i.e., latent) classification whose
membership is inferred from the data. These models have been used by psychiatrists
to classify persons into diagnostic categories given the presence/absence of multiple
symptoms. LC models have been applied to survey data by sociologists and marketing
researchers to identify subgroups of the population holding particular attitudes or
preferences. Researchers in psychiatry have used them as an alternative to traditional
item-response theory (IRT) models, which measure subjects’ abilities on a continuous
scale. LC models are more appropriate than IRT when the researchers are trying
to identify subjects who have understood or mastered a task or concept. General
overviews of LC modeling are provided by Goodman (1974), Haberman (1979), Clogg
(1995), and McCutcheon (1987).
Let Yi = (Yi1 , . . . , Yip ) denote a vector of p polytomous items for the ith subject,
where Yij takes possible values 1, 2, . . . , Mj . These variables may be nominal or ordinal,
but we will not take ordering into account in this description of the LC model. We
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Figure 3.1: Relationship among latent variable and items in the LC model

will suppose that a latent variable exists which, if it were seen, would explain the
relationships among the items. Let Li denote the latent variable, which will take
values 1, 2, . . . , C. LC models assume that the observed items in Yi are mutually
independent within each class of Li . This assumption of conditional independence is
called “local independence” (Lazarsfeld and Henry, 1968). It supposes that, once the
effect of latent class membership on the data is taken into account, all that remains
is random noise. Similar assumptions of conditional independence are used in factor
analysis, IRT modeling and other tools used by social and behavioral scientists to
account for measurement error.
In practice, the assumption of local independence is sometimes violated. For
example, a questionnaire may have two items that are so similar that responses to
them may be strongly associated among individuals in a given latent class. In these
situations, the traditional LC model can be extended to a more general class of loglinear models, which will allow more complex associations among the augmented set
of variables (Yi1 , . . . , Yip , Li ) (Haberman, 1979; Hagenaars, 1990, 1993; Uebersax and
Grove, 1990). These more complex models are rarely used in practice, however, and
in this thesis we will restrict our attention to the model of local independence. The
relationships among the items and latent-class variable assumed by the standard LC
model are shown in Figure 3.1.
Under local independence, the probability of a pattern of item responses in
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given class Li = l can be written as
P (Yi1 = y1 , . . . , Yip = yp | Li = l) =

Mj
p Y
Y

P (Yij = m | Li = l)I(Yij =m) ,

(3.1)

j=1 m=1

where I(Yij = m) denotes an indicator function which takes the value 1 if Yij is equal
to m and 0 otherwise. The probability of a pattern of item responses regardless of
class membership is then
P (Yi1 = y1 , . . . , Yip = yp ) =

C
X

P (Li = l)

C
X
l=1

P (Yij = m | Li = l)I(Yij =m)

j=1 m=1

l=1

=

Mj
p Y
Y

Mj

πl

p Y
Y

I(Y =m)

ρjm|lij

,

(3.2)

j=1 m=1

where πl is the prevalence of class l in the population, and ρjm|l is the probability
that a member of class l responds to item Yij with a value of m. The LC model is a
finite mixture of discrete multivariate distributions. Finite-mixture models pose many
interesting challenges for parameter estimation and inference because of their unusual
geometry (Lindsay, 1995; Titterington et al., 1985). For example, the likelihood functions for finite mixtures are invariant to permutations of the class labels.
The class prevalences in the LC model will be written as π = (π1 , . . . , πC ), and
the item-response probabilities (which are also called “measurement parameters”) will
be denoted by ρ = (ρ11|1 , . . . , ρ1M1 |1 , ρ21|1 , . . . , ρpMp |C ). Maximum-likelihood (ML)
estimates of the parameters are sometimes computed by Fisher scoring or NewtonRaphson. The most popular method, however, is the Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977). EM is a natural choice for LC models and other
finite-mixtures due to its simplicity and stability. The application of EM to LC models is discussed by Goodman (1974), Hagenaars (1990) and Bartholomew and Knott
(1999).
After an LC model is built to identify groups in population, it is natural to
extend the model to relate class membership to covariates. Extensions of the tradi-
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Figure 3.2: Relationship among latent variable, covariates and items in the LC regression model

tional LC model to allow class membership probabilities π to depend on covariates
were developed by Clogg and Goodman (1984), Dayton and Macready (1988), and
Bandeen-Roche et al. (1997).
Let xi = (xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiq )T denote a vector of covariates for ith subject that
may influence his or her probabilities of belonging to the latent classes Li = 1, . . . , C.
In most cases, this vector will include a constant (xi1 = 1). The most common way
to relate xi to π is to select one class to serve as a baseline or reference group, and
then construct a baseline-category logistic regression model (Agresti, 2002) in which
the latent variable Li is the response. Using the last category Li = C as the baseline,
the model is
πl (xi ) = P (Li = l | xi )
=

exp(xT βl )
PC−1 i
1 + j=1 exp(xTi βj )

(3.3)

for l = 1, . . . , C − 1, where βl = (β1l , β2l , . . . , βql )T is a q × 1 vector of coefficients
of log-odds ratios influencing the probability of belonging to class l relative to the
baseline class C. If β1l is positive, the model suggests that a subject with a high level
of xi1 is relatively more likely to be in class l than a subject with a low value of x1i ,
adjusting for the other covariates in the model. The summation in the denomination
of (3.3) may also be taken from j = 1 to j = C, if we define βC = (0, . . . , 0)T to make
the model identifiable.
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In this LC regression model, the distribution of Li is assumed to be affected by
the covariates, but the influences of covariates on Yi1 , . . . , Yip are completely mediated
by Li . That is, conditional on class membership, item responses and the covariates
are assumed to be independent,
P (Yij = yij | Li , xi ) = P (Yij = yij | Li ).
The prevalence of Li = l is allowed to vary with the covariates, but the meaning
of the latent-class variable Li is still determined only by the items Yi1 , . . . , Yip . The
relationship among xi , Li and the Yij ’s are as shown in Figure 3.1.
This LC regression model has the attractive property that, if the distribution
of Yi is marginalized over the covariates, it reduces to a standard LC model with the
same number of classes C and the same measurement parameters ρ (Bandeen-Roche
et al., 1997). Bandeen-Roche et al. suggest that an LC regression model should be
constructed by first fitting a standard LC model to Yi without covariates, which will
help the researcher to understand the latent class structure. Covariates may then be
added to the model to assess their influence on the latent variable Li . Introducing
covariates in this way does not affect the population parameters ρ, but it may slightly
change the estimates of ρ because ρ and β are not precisely orthogonal in the observeddata likelihood function (Chung et al., 2006). The contribution of the ith individual
to the observed-data likelihood function can be written as
P (Yi = yi | xi ) =

C
X
l=1

πl (xi )

Mj
p Y
Y

I(y =m)

ρjm|lij

,

(3.4)

j=1 m=1

where
πl (xi ) =

exp(xTi βl )
.
P
T
1 + C−1
j=1 exp(xi βj )

In this model, the class membership probabilities πl (xi ) are now conditional
probabilities given the covariates, and they are deterministic functions of the β coefficients. If estimates of the marginal class prevalences are desired, they can be obtained
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by fitting the model without covariates, or by averaging the estimated values of πl (xi )
over the individuals i = 1, 2, . . . , n in the sample.

3.2

A Latent-Class Selection Model
Returning now to the missing data problems described in the previous chap-

ters, we will apply the LC regression model to multivariate data with nonignorable
missingness. Rather than using the classes to describe the responses to a set of questionnaire items, we will apply the LC model to describe the missingness indicators for
these items. Through experience, we have found that information in a set of missingness indicators is sometimes well summarized by a simple latent-class structure,
suggesting that a large number of missing-data patterns may be reduced to just a
few prototypes. The class membership of any individual is unobserved, but his or her
probability of belonging to any particular latent class may be estimated from the multiple missingness indicators. For example, certain types of individuals may tend to say
“don’t know” for a single item or a group of items. Most of these individuals do not
provide usable data for these items. But a few members of that class will answer the
questions, and their responses can be used to guess or infer what the missing values
for the other subjects might be. Individuals who, based on their probabilities of class
membership, look as though they belong to a class, may provide information on the
distributions of unseen items within that class.
By adopting a latent-class approach to modeling patterns of missingness, we
may avoid the instability and extreme sensitivity of conventional selection models,
which posit a direct dependence of missingness for an item on the underlying true
value for that item (see, for example, Diggle and Kenward, 1994; Kenward, 1998;
Little and Rubin, 2002). Instead of using an incomplete item to predict the probability
of missingness for that item, we will use the item to predict class membership, so
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Figure 3.3: Relationship among latent variable, missingness indicators, and items in
the LC selection model

that items and missingness are related only through latent classes. Therefore, unlike
selection models, our LCSM is expected to be more stable and less sensitive, because
the task of predicting a single latent variable L will typically be easier than describing
the full distribution of R1 , . . . , Rp . Relationships among covariates, the outcomes, the
latent classifier, and the indicators in this proposed model are shown in Figure 3.2.
Latent variable modeling for missing-data mechanisms is not entirely new.
Some authors have incorporated latent-class structure into pattern-mixture models to
jointly describe the pattern of missingness and the outcome of interest (Lin et al.,
2004; Muthen et al., 2003; Roy, 2003). Lin et al. (2004) proposed a latent patternmixture model where the mixture patterns are formed from latent classes that link a
longitudinal response with a missingness process. Roy (2003) utilized latent classes
to model dropouts in longitudinal studies to effectively reduce the number of missingdata patterns. Muthen et al. (2003) also discussed how latent classes could be applied
to nonignorable missingness. In each of these models, the latent classes were defined
by the missingness indicators and the items themselves. These can be regarded as
“shared parameter” models. In our model, which we call a latent-class selection model
(LCSM), the classes are defined by the missingness indicators alone. Our classes are
simpler to interpret, and the model gives more direct insight into the missing-data
process.
In the LCSM, the incomplete items (and perhaps other covariates) are used to
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predict class membership as in the LC regression model described in Section 3.1. Our
model is essentially the same as LC regression. The only major difference is that now
some of the items used as predictors have missing values.
To complete the specification of the LCSM, we will need to apply a parametric model to the joint distribution of the partially missing items. For simplicity, we
will assume that these items follow a multivariate normal distribution. The multivariate normal is the most common model applied to the complete data in multivariate
missingness problems. Extensions of the LCSM to models for multivariate categorical
data, or to mixed data with continuous and categorical variables, are conceptually and
computationally straightforward as long as algorithms for handling missing values in
these models are available when the missing values are MAR.
Let yi = (yi1 , yi2 , . . . , yip ) denote the set of items with nonignorably missing
values, and let xi = (xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiq ) denote completely observed covariates. We will
collect these into a single column vector zi which contains the yij ’s, the xij ’s, and a
constant term. The missingness indicators for yi will be ri = (ri1 , ri2 , . . . , rip ), where
rij = 1 if yij is obseved and rij = 0 if yij is missing. The missing-data mechanism in
the LCSM is
P (Ri = ri | Zi = zi ; β, ρ) =
=

C
X
l=1
C
X
l=1

P (Ri = ri | Li = l)P (Li = l | Zi = zi )
πl (zi )

p
Y

r

ρj|lij (1 − ρj|l )(1−rij ) ,

(3.5)

j=1

where
πl (zi ) =

exp(z T βl )
,
PC−1 i
1 + j=1 exp(ziT βj )

and ρj|l is the conditional probability that an individual responds to item yij given
that Li = l.
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This model (3.5) assumes that the rij ’s are dichotomous, indicating only whether
the corresponding yij ’s are observed or missing. In some applications, there may be different types of missing values (e.g., refusal versus “don’t know”), and the distribution
of the true values underlying the different types of missing values could be different.
It may be of interest to distinguish among these types of missing values in the model.
Under an MAR assumption, there is no obvious way to do this. Our LCSM, however,
immediately extends to missing-data indicators with three or more levels if we replace
the model in (3.5) by the more general LC regression model described in Section 3.1.
The only change is that the term in (3.5) corresponding to the Bernoulli likelihood for
rij is replaced by a multinomial term for the categories or levels of rij .
The β and ρ parameters in the LCSM describe how the probabilities of missingness relate to the items and the covariates. These parameters, though interesting,
are ultimately a nuisance, because the questions of scientific interest usually pertain
to the population of yi . The parameters of the population distribution of yi , which we
will call θ, are the main target of inquiry, and the β and ρ parameters are important
insofar as they affect inferences about θ. In general, yi will be related to the covariates, and the model for yi should reflect these relationships. We will therefore write
the model for yi as P (zi | θ), a joint distribution for yi and xi . Alternatively, one could
write that model as P (yi | xi , θ), as in a multivariate regression of yi on xi , because
the covariates in xi have no missing values and therefore do not need to be modeled.
Collecting the missing-data indicators for all subjects into a matrix R, and the
yi ’s and xi ’s into another matrix Z, the likelihood function for this model becomes


p
n
C
Y
X
Y
r
P (zi | θ)
L(ψ | Z, R) ∝
πl (zi )
ρj|lij (1 − ρj|l )(1−rij )  ,
(3.6)
i=1

l=1

j=1

where ψ = (θ, β, ρ) represents all parameters of the population model and the missingness mechanism. The likelihood function (3.6) cannot be used for inference, because
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it depends on the missing items in yi . The likelihood that must be used in practice is
L(ψ | Yobs , X, R) ∝

n ·Z
Y
i=1

P (zi | θ)

C
X
l=1

πl (zi )

p
Y

¸
r
ρj|lij (1

(1−rij )

− ρj|l )

dYmis ,

(3.7)

j=1

where Ymis denotes all the missing items in yi for all individuals.
Because the likelihood includes a new term P (zi | θ) and integrates over the
missing items in yi , maximizing this likelihood is more difficult than for the LC regression model in Section 3.1. EM algorithms are no longer straightforward. Rather then
attempting to draw inferences about θ based on the likelihood alone, we will apply
prior distributions to the parameters and simulate their joint posterior distribution
using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). In some applications, the ML estimates
of some ρj|l ’s will be nearly or exactly zero. In those cases, some aspects of β will
not be identified (Bandeen-Roche et al., 1997) which will cause difficulty for ML estimation of θ. By applying Bayesian techniques and making the prior distribution
for β mildly informative, we will be able to overcome problem of indeterminacy and
numerical instability associated with likelihood-based selection modeling.

Chapter 4
Model Fitting Procedures

4.1

MCMC and Multiple Imputation
For our proposed model, an appealing alternative to maximum likelihood es-

timation is Bayesian inferences based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Liu,
2001; Robert and Casella, 2004). By sampling parameters and drawing missing values,
MCMC is a natural option for summarizing a posterior distribution without relying
on fully-determined density functions or analytical derivatives. In this section, we describe a data augmentation algorithm for multiple imputation (MI) of missing values
under our proposed model. Schafer (1997, Chapter 4) points out that, in multivariate
missing-data problems, MI can be a convenient alternative to the more common practice of collecting and summarizing a large number of parameter values drawn from
their posterior distribution. MI allows an analyst to perform a variety of analyses
on the imputed data that do not need to be specified in advance. An introduction
to algorithms for Bayesian MCMC and MI in related problems is given by Gelman
et al. (2003), Jackman (2000), McLachlan and Krishan (1997), Schafer (1997), Tanner
(1996).
To help simplify the notation, we will suppress the dependence on covariates
in our probability distributions, so that all distributions will implicitly condition on
covariates. In general, MI requires us to obtain independent draws of Ymis from
P (Ymis | Yobs , R), the posterior predictive distribution of the missing data given the
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observed quantities Yobs and R, under a joint model for Ycom and R. Under the
ignorability assumption, the model for R becomes irrelevant, and Ymis can be drawn
from P (Ymis | Yobs ), the posterior predictive distribution ignoring the missing-data
mechanism. In our case, the missingness mechanism is nonignorable, so we must
(1)

(m)

generate imputations Ymis , . . . , Ymis conditioning on the missingness R as well as the
observed data Yobs . Once these imputations have been created, further modeling of the
missingness becomes unnecessary. The imputed datasets can be analyzed by standard
complete-data methods, and information about the missing-data mechanism is carried
in the imputed values. For this reason, MI is also an excellent too for sensitivity
analyses. Imputed datasets drawn from any joint model for Ycom and R may be
analyzed in exactly the same way, allowing us to easily compare results across models
whose parameterizations may be very different.
Although parameters are not retained in the output of MI, they must still be
drawn during the imputation process, because the posterior predictive distribution
P (Ymis | Yobs , R) incorporates uncertainty about all the parameters of the joint model
for Ycom and R. In our case, the posterior predictive distribution may be written as
Z
P (Ymis | Yobs , R) = P (Ymis | Yobs , R, ψ) P (ψ | Yobs , R) dψ,
where ψ = (β, ρ, θ) are the parameters of the latent-class selection model (LCSM). To
obtain the posterior distribution for the parameters, we will need to specify a prior
distribution f (β, ρ, θ). Under this prior, the observed-data posterior distribution of
the model parameters becomes



Mj
Z
p Y
n
C
Y
X
Y
I(r =m)
 P (yi | θ)
P (β, ρ, θ | Yobs , R) ∝ f (β, ρ, θ) ×
πl (yi )
ρjm|lij
dYmis  .
i=1

l=1

j=1 m=1

Because the likelihood function requires integrating out the missing values Ymis , it
is difficult to draw from this posterior distribution directly. The computational difficulty would be alleviated, however, if the missing values were known. Thus, it will
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be convenient to implement an MCMC procedure using the key idea of data augmentation (Tanner and Wong, 1987), in which missing values and parameters are drawn
alternately in sequence.
The MCMC procedure for our LCSM combines the data augmentation procedures for incomplete multivariate data described by Schafer (1997) with an MCMC
procedure for LC regression described by Chung et al. (2006). Further simplification
will occur if we also treat the latent class indicators L = (L1 , . . . , Ln ) as missing data,
filling them in at each cycle, because given Ymis and L, the likelihood for ψ factors
into independent likelihoods for θ, β and ρ. If we also choose a prior distribution for
ψ in which θ, ρ and β are a priori independent, then the augmented-data posterior for
β, ρ, and θ given Yobs , R, Ymis , and L can be partitioned as
P (β, ρ, θ | Ycom , L, R) ∝ f (ρ)f (β)f (θ)P (Ycom | θ)P (L, R | Ycom , β, ρ)
¶I(Li =l)
Mj
p Y
n
C µ
Y
Y
Y
I(rij =m)
∝ f (ρ)f (β)f (θ)
P (yi | θ)
πl (yi )
ρjm|l
i=1

·
¸
n
Y
∝ f (θ)
P (yi | θ)

l=1

j=1 m=1

i=1

¸
·
n Y
C
Y
I(Li =l)
πl (yi )
× f (β)
i=1 l=1

·
¸
Mj
p Y
C Y
Y
njm|l
× f (ρ)
ρjm|l ,

(4.1)

l=1 j=1 m=1

where xi and yi are used as predictors in the LC regression for Li , and njm|l =
Pn
i=1 I(rij = m, Li = l).
Our MCMC procedure can be regarded as a Gibbs sampler with embedded
Metropolis steps to handle parameters for which the conditional distribution cannot
be simulated directly. Overall, we will be simulating draws from the joint posterior
distribution of Ymis , L, θ, ρ, and β given the observed values of Yobs and R. We will use
the superscript “(t)” to denote the simulated value of an unknown quantity at cycle t.
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Following the terminology of Tanner and Wong (1987), the algorithm will be divided
into two basic steps: an Imputation or I-step, in which the “missing data” (broadly
defined) are simulated given assumed values of the parameters, and a Posterior or Pstep in which the parameters are drawn from their posterior distribution given assumed
values for the missing data. The I-step and P-step are further divided into sub-steps
as follows.
1. Imputation step (I-step):
(t+1)

(a) Draw Ymis

from P (Y | Yobs , R, L(t) , θ(t) , β (t) , ρ(t) );
(t+1)

(b) Draw L(t+1) from P (L | Yobs , R, Ymis , θ(t) , β (t) , ρ(t) ).
2. Posterior step (P-step):
(t+1)

(a) Draw θ(t+1) from P (θ | Yobs , R, Ymis , L(t+1) , β (t) , ρ(t) );
(t+1)

(b) Draw ρ(t+1) from P (ρ | Yobs , R, Ymis , L(t+1) , θ(t+1) , β (t) );
(t+1)

(c) Draw β (t+1) from P (β | Yobs , R, Ymis , L(t+1) , θ(t+1) , ρ(t+1) ).
In the above algorithm, drawing L, ρ, and θ from their respective conditional
posterior distributions is straightforward. The latent classes Li are drawn from multinomial distributions whose probabilities are obtained by applying Bayes’ Theorem to
π(yi ) and ρ (Chung et al., 2006; Hoijtink, 1998; Garrett and Zeger, 2000; Lanza et al.,
2005). Under Dirichlet prior distributions, the posterior distributions of the elements
of ρ are also Dirichlet for each item in each latent class. The parameters of the normal
complete-data population, θ, are drawn from a standard posterior distribution for the
mean vector and covariance matrix. Under the natural priors, this posterior distribution will be a combination of a multivariate normal and inverted Wishart (Schafer,
1997). Simulating β, however, is not trivial because there is no simple conjugate prior
family for the coefficients of a multinomial logistic model. The distribution for β is
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nonstandard, requiring a Metropolis-Hastings step. Generating Ymis , the missing values in a multivariate normal data matrix is somewhat different from ordinary I-step
procedure described by Schafer (1997), because we must consider the information in
the latent variables L. Procedures for generating Ymis and β are described in detail
below.
Random draws for Ymis are generated from the posterior predictive distribution
of Y conditional on L and θ. (Although we are also conditioning on β, ρ, and R, the
information in these quantities becomes irrelevant once θ and L are known.) For
each subject i, we find the parameters of the normal distribution for the missing Yij ’s
given the observed ones. The parameters can be obtained from θ by application of the
SWEEP operator (Little and Rubin, 2002; Schafer, 1997). Given these parameters, we
draw the missing Yij ’s and then we simulate a value of Li from its distribution given
the now-complete Yij ’s under the LC regression model. If the simulated Li agrees
with the currently assumed class membership of subject i, then the step is complete.
Otherwise, we reject the simulated Yij ’s and repeat until agreement in the Li ’s is
obtained. The computational details of this procedure will be spelled out in Section
5.2.
For the coefficients β of the multinomial logit model, we sample β indirectly
from its full conditional distribution using a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Hastings,
1970; Metropolis et al., 1953). At iteration t, a candidate β ∗ is drawn from a proposal
distribution Q(β | β (t) ) and is compared to the current β (t) through ratio of the
densities
¸ ¶
µ·
P (β ∗ | Y, L, R)Q(β (t) | β ∗ )
,1 .
α = min
P (β (t) | Y, L, R)Q(β ∗ | β (t) )

(4.2)

The candidate β ∗ is promoted to β (t+1) with a probability of acceptance α, otherwise
we take β (t+1) = β (t) .
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A proposal distribution for Metropolis-Hastings should be easy to sample from
and should be more diffuse than the target distribution (Gelman et al., 2003). Chung
et al. (2006) applied a multivariate Student’s t distribution with 4 degrees of freedom,
centered at β (t) with scale matrix c2 Σ, where Σ is an estimate of the covariance matrix
for β under its full conditional distribution, and c is a constant. Following Gelman
√
et al. (2003), we take c ≈ 2.4/ d, where d is the number of free parameters in β (in
this case, (C − 1)p). For the guess of Σ, we use the β submatrix of the approximate
covariance matrix for the ML estimate of β,
µ 2 ¶−1
∂ `
|β=β̂,ρ=ρ̂ ,
Σ=−
∂β∂β T
where l is given by
l=

n
X

log(P (Ri = ri )) =

i=1

n µX
C
X
i=1

l=1

π(yi )

Mj
p Y
Y

I(r =m)
ρmj|lij

¶
.

j=1 m=1

Starting from initial guesses for the unknown quantities, we repeat the ImputationPosterior (IP) steps for many iterations to create a sequence of iterates,
(1)

(2)

(t)

(Ymis , L(1) , ψ (1) ), (Ymis , L(2) , ψ (2) ), . . . , (Ymis , L(t) , ψ (t) ), . . .
The stationary distribution to which this sequence converges is the joint posterior
distribution of parameters, latent classes, and missing values. The samples of the
missing values will converge to the posterior predictive distribution P (Ymis | Yobs , R),
the distribution from which MI’s need to be drawn. After a sufficiently long burn-in
period, the simulated missing values—spaced far enough in the sequence to be regarded
as independent—can be treated as MI’s.
MCMC algorithms for finite-mixture models may exhibit a phenomenon known
as label switching, in which the labels for the latent classes suddenly change from
one iteration to the next (Celeux et al., 2000). This is a consequence of the fact
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that the likelihood function for a finite mixture is invariant to reorderings of the
component labels. In our case, we will be summarizing information from the MCMC
run only through the imputations of Ymis , or through the simulated values of θ, which
is identified apart from the class labels. Even if the class labels permute during the
simulation run, the joint posterior distribution of Ymis and θ is unaffected.
Two important practical issues in applying the MCMC procedure are assessing
the convergence of the sequence and choosing the number of imputations to be created.
The number of iterations needed to achieve stationarity, which is commonly called the
burn-in period, should be large enough to eliminate dependence on the starting values.
We may view convergence as a lack of serial dependence. If the algorithm has converged
by k iterations, then iterates spaced k cycles apart are independent. The value of k
is typically chosen by examining the sample autocorrelation function (ACF) plots for
one dimensional summaries of the parameters. If autocorrelations for all parameters
become negligible by lag k, then a burn-in period of length k should be sufficient.
The use of time-series plots, ACF’s, and other convergence diagnostics for MCMC are
discussed by Ritter and Tanner (1992), Roberts (1992), Liu and Liu (1993), Schafer
(1997), and Gelman et al. (2003).
For choosing the number of imputations, proponents of MI often recommend
m = 5 or m = 10 imputations. In typical missing-data problems, 5 or 10 imputations
are sufficient to obtain efficient estimates of parameters of the complete-data population (Schafer, 1997). Rubin (1987) showed that the efficiency of an estimate bases
on m imputations, relative to an estimate based on an infinite number of them, is
approximately

³
1+

γ ´−1
,
m

where γ is the rate of missing information for the quantity being estimated. For
example, with 40% missing information, m = 5 imputations is 93% efficient, and
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m = 10 imputations increases the efficiency to 96%. From a standpoint of efficiency
alone, there is little incentive to create more than 5 or 10 imputation in a typical
problem. There is no harm in taking more, however, and in practice many researchers
are now using 25-100 imputations (Graham et al., 2007). Increasing the number of
imputation will stabilize p-values and estimated rates of missing information, and it
will help eliminate the dependence of results on the choice of an arbitrary random
number generator seed.

4.2
4.2.1

Modeling Issues
Choosing a Latent Structure
One of the main modeling issues in using the LCSM is to determine a suitable

number of latent classes. The number of classes, C, should be large enough to provide
an adequate summary of the missingness. Because of the marginalization property
explained in Section 3.1, we may select the number of classes using the same methods
as in a standard LC analysis, by fitting conventional LC models (not LC regression) to
the missingness indicators R (Bandeen-Roche et al., 1997; Chung et al., 2006). Even
without predictors, however, selecting the number of classes is not a simple matter,
and there is no universally accepted method for doing so. In practice, researchers
who use LC models select the number of classes by examining fit statistics for various
models, selecting one that fits the data well and provides an appealing interpretation
for the classes.
As the number of classes increases, the fit of an LC model always improves,
until the model becomes so large that the parameters are no longer identifiable (Goodman, 1974). However, more classes may increase computational complexity, slow the
convergence of MCMC, and make the classes difficult to interpret. In our LCSM, too
many classes may destabilize the posterior predictive distribution of Ymis , producing
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erratic inferences about the complete-data population. Too few classes, on the other
hand, will produce a model that fails to adequately capture the relationships between
the complete data Ycom and the missingness indicators R. In the most extreme case,
a model with C = 1 class implies that the missing data are MCAR, producing inferences about the complete-data population that are no different from assuming that
nonresponse is ignorable.
A widespread approach to selecting the number of classes is to compare the
fit of various models to a saturated model, and increase the number of classes until
the fit is judged to be adequate in some absolute sense relative to a saturated model.
A likelihood-ratio test of the absolute fit of an LC model is based on the deviance
statistic, which compares the actual number of subjects in any response pattern (i.e.,
with a given set of responses to the items in yi ) to the expected number under the ML
estimates for that model. The deviance statistic is
Ã !
J
X
fj
,
G2 = 2
fj log
fˆj
j=1

where fj is the observed frequency for the jth response pattern, and fˆj is the estimated
expected frequency, and J is the total number of possible response patterns. G2 has
a large-sample χ2 distribution with degrees of freedom equal to J minus the number
of estimated parameters. A model with values of G2 that does not exceed the critical
value from the χ2 table is considered plausible. For the χ2 approximation to work well,
the expected frequencies must be moderately large. A common rule-of-thumb is that
at least 80% of the fˆi ’s must be at least 5.0, and none should be less than 1.0 (Agresti,
2002). This rule is often violated in LC models, because even if the sample size is
large, the observations are often concentrated in a few cells of the contingency table,
and other parts of the table are very sparse. When this happens, there is no reliable
way to test the absolute fit of the model based on the likelihood function alone.
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In ordinary categorical-data modeling, the G2 statistic may be used to compare
non-saturated models of different complexity, because the differences-in-G2 between
two nested models is a likelihood-ratio statistic for testing the simpler model against
the more complicated one. In LC analysis, however, the difference-in-G2 test is not
appropriate for comparing models with different numbers of latent classes, because the
geometric conditions necessary to obtain a limiting χ2 distribution is violated (Rubin
and Stern, 1994). Likelihood ratio tests pertaining to the number of components in a
finite mixture model are non-standard, and limiting distributions for these statistics
are mixtures of χ2 distributions with different degrees of freedom (Lindsay, 1995).
Because of the difficulties associated with G2 and difference-in-G2 tests, an
increasingly popular way to access the fit of LC models is by posterior predictive checks
(Rubin, 1984; Rubin and Stern, 1994; Meng, 1994; Gelman et al., 2005). The posterior
predictive check is based on a test statistic that is sensitive to model fit, such as G2 or
the difference in G2 . Rather than comparing the value of this statistic to a frequentist
reference distribution, however, it is judged against the posterior distribution that
the statistic would have over future datasets from the same population if the model
were true. The posterior predictive check distribution (PPCD) uses no large-sample
approximations, but simulating it can be computationally intensive. A more detailed
description of the PPCD will be given in Section 4.2.2.
Models with different numbers of classes have also been compared by penalized
likelihood or information criteria, including the AIC (Akaike, 1987), BIC (Bozdogan,
1987), and CAIC (?). Each of these criteria is based on the value of the loglikelihood
achieved by the model, adjusted for the number of parameters in the model. The idea
behind these criteria is that, given two models that achieve the same loglikelihood, the
model with fewer parameters is better. These criteria differ in the penalty applied to
each extra parameter. Information on these and related indices is given by Hoijtink
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(2001) and on a website maintained by John Uebersax with resources for LC models at
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepage/jsuebersax. To our knowledge, however,
none of these measures has been shown to be effective at selecting the correct number
of classes in an LC model. In fact, simulations by Masyn (2003) have shown that all
of these criteria perform rather poorly, and should not be relied on when selecting an
LC model.
Another way to compare alternative models in a Bayesian setting is through
Bayes factors (Berger and Sellke, 1987; Kass and Raftery, 1995). The Bayes factor
weighs the alternative models by the posterior evidence in favor of them, comparing the
marginal likelihood of two competing models so the model with the largest marginal
likelihood is preferred. Bayes factors are difficult to compute, however, and may be
sensitive to prior distributions.
4.2.2

Posterior Predictive Checks
Because of the problems associated with the aforementioned approaches, we

will rely primarily on the Posterior Predictive Check Distribution (PPCD) of the G2
statistic, conditional on a particular model and the data, to assess the fit of models
with varying numbers of classes. The p-values obtained from PPCD-based tests are
honest in the sense that they represent the chance, given the observed data, of seeing
a result more unusual than the observed result if the model were correct (Rubin and
Stern, 1994).
The PPCD can be described for general problem as follows. Let X denote
a sample of data from an arbitrary population. Let P (X | φ) represent a model
specification for X, where φ represents a parameter with prior distribution f (φ). If
we observe X = Xobs , then formal inferences about φ under this model proceed from
the posterior distribution P (φ | Xobs ), which is proportional to f (φ) × P (Xobs | φ).
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The basic idea behind PPCD is to compare features of the observed data with the
same features of other datasets that could have been observed under the same model,
if the parameters were drawn from P (φ | Xobs ). If replications of the data generated
under the model fail to recreate relevant features of the observed data, then the model
should be rejected. Let T (X) be any statistic measuring the discrepancy between the
model and the data that reveals lack of fit (e.g., the G2 statistic). We will compare the
observed value of this statistic, T (Xobs ), to its PPCD, which is obtained by averaging
the distribution P (T (X) | φ) over the posterior distribution P (φ | Xobs ). The PPCD
is the posterior predictive distribution of T (X) conditional on the model P (X | φ) and
the data Xobs . It is the distribution of T (X) that would be expected in replications
of the study under the posited model with the same parameters that generated the
original data (Gelman et al., 1996). The following steps can be used to simulate the
posterior predictive distribution of T (X):
1. Sample φ(m) from the posterior distribution P (φ | Xobs ).
(m)

2. Draw a replicate of the data set Xrep from P (X | φ(m) ).
(m)

(m)

3. Obtain ML estimates from Xrep under the given model and compute T (Xrep ).
(m)

4. Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3 for m = 1, 2, . . . , M to obtain M replicates of T (Xrep ).
(m)

5. Compare T (Xobs ) to the empirical distribution of T (Xrep ), m = 1, 2, . . . , M .
If larger values of T (X) indicate worse fit, then the posterior predictive p-value is
(m)

the tail area probability where T (Xrep ) ≥ T (Xobs ). A small p-value indicates that
it is unlikely that the observed data Xobs could have come from the posited model.
The meaning of the PPCD p-value, and its relationship to frequentist p-values from
hypothesis tests, is explored by Meng (1994).
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The test mentioned above based on the G2 statistic will help to assess the
absolute fit of a model. To compare models with different numbers of classes, Rubin
and Stern (1994) describe a PPCD procedure based on the difference-in-G2 statistics
for the competing models. Suppose we want to test the fit of a C-class model against
the fit of a model with C 0 > C classes. First, we draw a set of model parameter values
from their posterior distribution given the data Xobs under the C-class model. We
then create a simulated dataset of the same size as the original from the C-class model,
using the parameter values drawn in the previous step. To this replicate data set, we
fit C- and C 0 -class models and compute the difference-in-G2 statistics between them.
Repeating this procedure many times, we obtain a distribution for the difference-in-G2
statistics, which becomes a reference distribution to which the observed value of the
difference-in-G2 statistic is compared.
4.2.3

Model for the Complete Data
Implementing MI requires us to specify a population distribution for the com-

plete data. Because MI is a Bayesian procedure, we also need to specify a prior
distribution for the parameters of this complete-data model. From this data model
and prior distributions, we can obtain a predictive distribution for the missing values conditional on the observed values, which characterizes the relationships between
missing values and observed values. Guidelines for choosing a model for the complete
data, called an imputation model, are described by Little and Rubin (2002), Schafer
(1997), and Schafer and Graham (2002).
In our description of the MCMC procedure in Section 4.1, we supposed that
the complete data Ycom = (Yobs , Ymis ) would be described by a multivariate normal
distribution. The multivariate normal is the most common imputation model, and
most of the software for MI available today is based on this model. The LCSM,
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however, is a general concept that can just as easily as be applied to any of the
multivariate imputation models described by Schafer (1997). For example, an LCSM
for categorical responses can be formulated using loglinear models. Mixed datasets
containing both categorical and continuous variables can be described by a general
location model, which combines a log-linear model for the categorical variables with
a multivariate normal regression for the continuous ones. The LCSM could also be
applied to a multivariate linear mixed effects model or a hierarchical linear model
for multivariate panel or clustered data (Schafer and Yucel, 2002), which would be
appropriate for describing multiple variables collected on a sample of individuals over
time, or multiple variables collected on individuals who are grouped together into
larger units.
When MI is applied to typical missing-data problems, the specification of the
imputation model is not always crucial, because this model is used only to predict the
missing parts of the dataset. The robustness of MI to departures from the imputation
model are reported from many simulation studies (Ezzati-Rice et al., 1995; Schafer,
1997; Schafer and Graham, 2002). Imputations created under a model that is only a
rough approximation to the true population distribution may not have a devastating
effect on the final inferences, provided that the analysis method applied to the imputed
datasets is reasonable. However, this does not suggest that imputation may be carried
out haphazardly. The imputation model should be chosen to be at least approximately
compatible with the analysis to be performed on the imputed datasets. In practice,
the imputation model should contain at least as much information as the analysis
model, and it should be rich enough to preserve the associations or relationships among
variables that will be the focus of post-imputation analyses. Relationships between the
model used to impute the missing values and the model used to analyze the imputed
datasets are explored by Meng (1994) and Schafer (2003).
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The main advantage of using a multivariate normal population model is that
the computations required are very manageable. With real data, however, multivariate normality rarely holds. Despite natural concerns about non-normality, many
researchers have found that a multivariate normal model gives acceptable results even
when the variables are binary or ordinal. Imputed values may be rounded to the nearest category, or left unrounded if the analysis procedure allows it. In many settings,
the normal model works as well as more complicated alternatives specifically designed
for categorical or mixed data. Methods for rounding and the properties of rounded
imputations are discussed by Allison (2005) and by Bernaards et al. (2006).
To improve the fit of the normal model, we may also use transformations.
A variable that does not appear to be normally distributed may be transformed to
approximate normality for purposes of modeling, and the imputed values may be
transformed back to the original scale. Box-Cox power transformations and scaled logistic transformations have been implemented in the popular software package NORM
(Schafer, 1997). Care must be taken when using power transformations, because if the
normal model does not adequately describe the tail behavior of the transformed item,
some of the imputed values may be implausibly large or small. With trial and error,
a suitable transformation for a variable can usually be found.
4.2.4

Prior Specification
An MCMC procedure requires us to specify prior distributions for all param-

eters in the model. These prior distributions quantify our beliefs or state of prior
knowledge about the parameters. In this section, we discuss how to select priors for
parameters of the LCSM.
The functional forms of our prior distributions are chosen primarily for convenience, to make it easy to sample parameters from their respective full-conditional
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distributions. As we have seen in Section 4.1, the augmented-data posterior P (β, ρ, θ |
Yobs , Ymis , L, R) factors into independent posteriors for ρ, β, and θ if the priors on these
parameters are independent. When the priors are independent, the full-conditional
distributions for these parameters given Ymis and L may be expressed as
P (θ | Ycom , L, R) ∝ f (θ)

n
Y

P (Yi | θ),

(4.3)

πl (yi )I(Li =l) ,

(4.4)

i=1

P (β | Ycom , L, R) ∝ f (β)

n Y
C
Y
i=1 l=1

P (ρ | Ycom , L, R) ∝ f (ρ)

Mj
p Y
C Y
Y

n

jm|l
ρjm|l
.

(4.5)

l=1 j=1 m=1

In Equation (4.3), the functional form of the full-conditional distribution for
θ depends on a specific imputation model adopted by the imputer. The problem of
choosing a prior for θ is no different under the LCSM than under an assumption of
ignorable nonresponse. In practice, it is usually acceptable to place a noninformative
prior on θ, as described by Schafer (1997). The priors for β and ρ, however, are specific
to the LCSM and must be chosen carefully.
The class membership probabilities πl (yi ) in the LCSM are determined by β,
the coefficients of the baseline-category multinomial logit model. With little available prior information, any Dirichlet with identical values for hyperparameter αl ,
l = 1, . . . , C, between 0 and 1 can be assigned to π directly as a noninformative
prior. This includes Dirichlet with α = (1, . . . , 1) (i.e., uniform prior) and Dirichlet
with α = (1/2, . . . , 1/2) (i.e., Jeffreys’ prior). Another way way to avoid placing a
prior for β is to create fictitious fractional observations and spread them in a judicious
way across the covariate patterns, the unique values of Yi and xi appearing in the
dataset. Priors of this type, which are data-dependent, are discussed by Clogg and
Eliason (1987) and Clogg et al. (1991) to stabilize the estimates in sparse tables. This
type of prior would be attractive and convenient if all the predictors in the logit model
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were completely observed. In the LCSM, however, the predictors include summaries
of the items which are occasionally missing.
If we instead create an explicit prior for β, a natural choice is to vectorize
β and apply a multivariate normal distribution on the β coefficents. Multivariate
normal priors for the coefficients of a logistic model are discussed by Dellaportas and
Smith (1993) and by Knuiman and Speed (1988). Ridge regression can be viewed as a
Bayesian technique with an exchangeable normal prior distribution on the coefficients
(Goldstein, 1976). For LC regression, Chung et al. (2006) suggest a product of pdimensional multivariate normal distributions for β, which can be considered as an
analogue to a ridge prior for the multinomial logit model. If we allow the inverses
of the prior covariance matrices to approach zero, we obtain an improper uniform
prior distribution for β. A uniform prior can sometimes perform well for the LCSM.
When the probabilities of missingness on some items within some classes are close to
one, however, some elements of β may become nearly unidentified. When running
data augmentation with unidentified parameters, these non-identified parameters may
drift to extremely large values and produce numeric overflow. To prevent this from
happening, we may add a small amount of prior information to stabilize the estimated
coefficients. The details and implications of various choices of priors are described by
Heinze and Schemper (2002) and Galindo-Garre et al. (2004).
For the LC measurement parameters ρ, it is natural to apply independent
conjugate prior distribution to the response probabilities for each item in each class.
Letting ρj|l denote the vector of response probabilities for item Yij in class Li = l, the
Dirichlet density is
P (ρj|l ) ∝

Mj
Y

αm −1
ρjm|l
,

(4.6)

m=1

where the α’s are user-specified positive hyperparameters. The resulting full-conditional
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posterior for ρ would have the same form as the full-conditional likelihood, with prior
observations added to each class. To reflect a state of prior ignorance, we could set
the hyperparameters equal to 1/2 (producing a Jeffreys’ prior) or to 1 (producing a
uniform prior). In practice, the difference between these priors tends to have little
or no observable impact on the results from the LCSM unless the sample size is very
small.
The practice of selecting prior distributions for the LCSM is best demonstrated
by example. We will show how to apply prior distributions in the next chapter, when
we use the LCSM on the ALEXSA dataset. Whenever possible, it makes sense to try
a variety of alternative prior distributions to see how they affect the results. In the
applications we have tried, changes in the results under different reasonable priors are
barely noticeable.

Chapter 5
Application

5.1
5.1.1

Foreign Language Attitude Scale
Description of Data
Before examining the ALEXSA dataset mentioned in Chapter 1, we use a sim-

pler data example to demonstrate how a large number of missingness patterns can
often be adequately summarized by a small number of latent classes. The data summarized in Table 5.1, collected by Raymond (1987) and analyzed by Schafer (1997),
were obtained from undergraduates enrolled in foreign language courses at The Pennsylvania State University in the early 1980’s (Raymond and Roberts, 1983). Twelve
variables were collected on a sample of n = 279 to investigate the usefulness of a
newly developed instrument, the Foreign Language Attitude Scale (FLAS), for predicting success in the study of foreign language. Descriptions of the variables, along
with the number of missing values for each one, are provided in Table 5.1.
In this example, six variables (LAN, AGE, PRI, SEX, FLAS, HGPA) are
excluded from modeling the missingness mechanism, because those variables have few
or no missing values. However, these variables do enter as covariates into the regression
part of the LCSM, because the values of these items may influence missingness on other
items. Restricting attention to the six variables with substantial missingness (MLAT,
SATV, SATM, ENG, CGPA, GRD), a summary of the missingness patterns and the
number of observations in each pattern is given in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Variables in Foreign Language Achievement Study
Variable

Description

LAN

foreign language studied

Missing
0

(1=French, 2=Spanish, 3=German, 4=Russian)
AGE

age group (1=less than 20, 2=21+)

11

PRI

number of prior foreign language courses

11

(1=none, 2=1-2, 3=3+)
SEX

1=male, 2=female

1

FLAS

score on FLAS

0

MLAT

Modern Language Aptitude Test

49

SATV

Scholastic Aptitude Test, verbal

34

SATM

Scholastic Aptitude Test, math

34

ENG

score on PSU English placement exam

37

HGPA

high school grade point average

CGPA

current college grade point average

34

GRD

final grade in foreign language course

47

(2=A, 1=B or lower)

1
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Table 5.2: Missingness patterns of the FLAS data (1=observed, 0=missing)
frequency

5.1.2

MLAT

SATV

SATM

ENG

CGPA

GRD

177

1

1

1

1

1

1

29

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

23

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

20

1

1

1

1

1

0

16

0

1

1

1

1

0

2

1

1

1

0

1

0

7

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fitting a Latent-Class Model
The first step in applying the LCSM is to fit an LC model to the patterns

shown in Table 5.2 and select the number of classes. As we described in Section 4.2,
our strategy is to fit models without covariates at first, starting with 2 classes and
proceeding to three, four, and so on, evaluating the fit of each model using various
criteria. Deviance statistics for two-, three-, and four-class LC models are shown in
Table 5.3. No p-values are given in this table, because the χ2 approximation is not
appropriate. Comparing differences in G2 to χ2 distribution is not appropriate either,
for the reasons mentioned in Chapter 4.
Nevertheless, this table suggest that three classes fits substantially better than
two, and four classes is essentially no better than three. Based on this table alone, it is
tempting to use a three-class model. When we examined the estimated ρ-parameters
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Table 5.3: Deviance Statistics for LC models applied to FLAS data
G2

DF

2 Latent Classes

22.01

50

3 Latent Classes

3.73

43

4 Latent Classes

2.57

36

Description

Table 5.4: Estimated probabilities of responding to each item under the two-class
model, and estimated class prevalences
Missingness indicator

Class I

Class II

MLAT

0.882

0.816

SATV

0.000

1.000

SATM

0.000

1.000

ENG

0.000

0.988

CGPA

0.000

1.000

GRD

0.735

0.854

Prevalence

0.122

0.878

for the three-class model, however, we found that two of the classes were similar in
their tendencies to response to the six items, so we decided to use a two-class model.
Estimates of the ρ-parameters for the two-class model are shown in Table 5.4.
The values in this table are estimated probabilities of responding to each item within
each class. From this table, we see that a large majority of participants (estimated
at 88%) were likely to respond to each item. The remaining participants (estimated
at 12%) had high probabilities of providing MLAT and GRD, but gave no data from
SATV, SATM, ENG, or CGPA. The missingness patterns in this dataset can thus be
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described as follows: SATV, SATM, ENG, and CGPA were missing together for about
12% of the study participants, and missing values for MLAT and GRD were essentially
random.
5.1.3

Analysis by Multiple Imputation
Schafer (1997, Chapter 6) analyzed this dataset by multiply imputing the miss-

ing values under an assumption of MAR. He replaced the nominal variable LAN with
three dummy indicators to distinguish among the four language groups and applied a
multivariate normal imputation model to the resulting 14 variables. We will also assume that the complete data, Ycom , for the 14 variables is distributed as a multivariate
normal with µ and Σ, but we will describe the missingness indicators R by a two-class
LCSM. Letting yi denote the 14 items and ri the vector of missingness indicators, we
assume that
yi ∼ Np (µ, Σ),
P (ri | yi ) =

2
X

πl (yi )

l=1

6
Y

r

ρj|lij (1 − ρj|l )(1−rij ) ,

j=1

where
πl (yi ) =

exp(yiT βl )
1 + exp(yiT β1 )

for l = 1.
Schafer (1997) discovered that a standard noninformative prior could not be
applied to µ and Σ, because all of the values of GRD happened to be missing for
students in the Russian language group (LAN=4), which causes the partial correlations
between GRD and the language dummy variables to be inestimable. Following Schafer
(1997), we centered and scaled the observed values for each variable to have mean 0 and
variance 1, and applied a mildly informative prior distribution to Σ analogous to the
kind of prior used in ridge regression. This prior effectively smooths the correlations
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in Σ toward zero, with information equivalent to a prior sample size of three. For β1 ,
the vector of logistic coefficients, we applied the multivariate normal prior distribution
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which smooths the logistic coefficients toward zero. For ρ, we applied the Dirichlet
prior distribution with hyperparameters 1/2 (i.e., Jeffreys’ prior).
Applying the MCMC algorithm described in Chapter 4, we created m = 20
multiple imputations of the missing data under the LCSM by running 20 independent
chains for 1000 steps each. After imputation, we analyzed the imputed datasets by the
same method used by Schafer (1997), fitting a logistic regression model to each imputed
dataset to predict the probability of GRD = 2. Covariates in the logistic model
included three dummy indicators for language, dummy indicators for AGE=2 and
SEX=2, linear and quadratic contrasts for PRI (PRIL = −1, 0, 1 and PRIQ = 1, −2, 1
for PRI=1,2,3), and main effects for FLAS, MLAT, SATV, SATM, ENG, HGPA and
CGPA.
ML estimates and standard errors for the logistic coefficients were computed
for each of the 20 imputed datasets, and the 20 sets of results were then combined using
Rubin’s rules (1987) for multiple-imputation inference with scalar estimands. Table
√
5.5 summarizes these results, including the point estimate Q, the standard error T ,
√
and the t-statistic Q/ T . For comparison, this table shows results from the LCSM
and from a multiply-imputed analysis that assumes the missing values are missing at
random (NORM). Very little difference is seen in any of the quantities, except the
standard error for the coefficient of LAN4 . This is the effect that cannot be estimated
from the observed data, for which essentially all information is provided by the prior
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distribution for Σ.
The two methods, LCSM and NORM, apply identical models to the complete
data population and identical prior distributions to the parameters of the completedata model. The methods differ only in their assumptions about missing values.
NORM assumes the missing values are MAR, whereas LCSM describes the missingness as a mixture of two MCAR mechanisms. In the first mechanism, four variables
are missing with very high probability, and in the other mechanism, all variables are
observed with high probability. Intuitively, LCSM is probabilistically assigning each
subject to one mechanism or the other, and imputing the missing items for each subject
given his or her observed items, using an imputation model based on the other subjects belonging to that mechanism. NORM, which assumes MAR, imputes the missing
items for each subject from a single imputation model for all subjects. NORM treats
all subjects identically regardless of their missingness pattern, whereas LCSM groups
subjects with similar missingness patterns.
In the two-class LCSM for this example, the values of four variables (SATV,
SATM, ENG, and CGPA) are essentially always missing for subjects in Class 1. That
class provides essentially no information on how to impute the missing values for
those four variables. Because of the mildly informative prior for β1 , which smooths
the logistic coefficients in the LCSM toward zero, the LCSM allows some information
to flow from Class 2 to Class 1 for imputing those missing values. When adequate
information is present within a class, the LCSM takes advantage of that class-specific
information, but otherwise the LCSM borrows information across the classes in a
manner similar to an MAR procedure. In this example, therefore, it is not surprising
that LCSM and NORM produced similar results. In the next example, however, we
will see a noticeable difference between the two methods.
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Table 5.5: MI inferences for logistic regression coefficients under the two-class LCSM
and an assumption of ignorable nonresponse (NORM)
√
T

Q

√
Q/ T

LCSM

NORM

LCSM

NORM

LCSM

NORM

Intercept

-15.1

-15.5

2.95

3.07

-5.10

-5.07

LAN2

0.361

0.312

0.511

0.518

0.71

0.60

LAN3

1.15

1.12

0.436

0.453

2.64

2.48

LAN4

-0.357

-0.110

1.51

4.13

-0.24

-0.03

AGE2

1.41

1.40

0.455

0.457

3.09

3.07

P RIL

0.263

0.350

0.254

0.261

1.04

1.34

P RIQ

-0.115

-0.165

0.145

0.150

-0.79

-1.10

SEX2

0.797

0.861

0.451

0.443

1.77

1.94

FLAS

0.0382

0.0386

0.016

0.0166

2.39

2.33

MLAT

0.110

0.114

0.0481

0.0480

2.28

2.37

SATV

-0.0038

-0.0033

0.0033

0.0033

-1.15

-1.01

SATM

0.0002

-0.0004

0.0028

0.0026

0.06

0.13

ENG

0.0107

0.0110

0.0237

0.0238

0.45

0.46

HGPA

2.16

2.27

0.438

0.439

4.93

5.1

CGPA

0.911

0.809

0.539

0.588

1.69

1.38
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5.2
5.2.1

The ALEXSA Data
Description
Over the last four decades, behavioral scientists and health researchers have

studied predictors of addiction and other problem behaviors (APB’s). Preventive
interventions are often designed to alter these predictors (e.g., dysregulation) in hopes
of subsequently reducing APB’s (Kusche and Greenberg, 1994; Tarter et al., 2002). A
critical step in prevention research is learning which APB predictors are “elevated”
in an at-risk community to target in an intervention. The ALEXSA instrument was
designed to measure correlates of APB’s in children and young adolescents. The data
we are examining came from the first wave of a two-wave pilot study to validate
the instrument by measuring the test-retest reliabilities of the 76 self-report items.
Our analysis will focus on a section that measures levels of social and environmental
exposures to alcohol. Responses to these items are combined into an alcohol risk index,
which is thought to be predictive of future alcohol use and other negative outcomes
(e.g., conduct disorder).
At the beginning of the alcohol section, participants were shown a set of pictures (a beer can, a glass and bottle of wine, a shot glass, a liquor bottle, and a martini)
and were asked to identify the substance that was depicted in all of the illustration. If
the participant responded with “alcohol”, “beer”, “wine” or a similar answer, he or she
was queried with additional items related to alcohol risk. If the participant responded
incorrectly or said “I don’t know” the participant skipped all the remaining items on
alcohol risk and proceeded to the next section. In some cases, the child correctly identified the substance, but the data collector mis-typed the response when entering it
into the computer, inadvertently causing the remaining items to be skipped when they
should not have been. Among those who correctly identified alcohol and proceeded,
some said “I don’t know” or refused to answer one or more of the remaining items.
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Table 5.6: Alcohol-related variables in the ALEXSA pilot study
Variable

Description

Range

RECOG

Do you know what it is in the set of pictures?

0, 1

How do you first learn about alcohol?

1, . . . , 8

DEA.1

(1=parent 2=sibling 3=grandparent/other relative 4=friend
5=teacher/other school leader 6=media 7=religious leader 8=other)
DEA.2

Do you know anyone who drinks alcohol? (0=No 1=Yes)

0, 1

DEA.3

How do your parents feel about kids drinking alcohol?

0, 1, 2, 3

(↑ means more positive attitude)
DEA.4

How do most of your friends feel about kids drinking?

0, 1, 2, 3

(↑ means more positive attitude)
DEA.5

How do you feel about kids your age drinking alcohol?

0, 1, 2, 3

(↑ means more positive attitude)
DEA.6

Has anyone ever offered you a drink of alcohol? (0=No 1=Yes)

0, 1

DEA.7

Have you ever drank alcohol, even just a sip? (0=No 1=Yes)

0, 1

DEA.8

How difficult would it be for you to get some?

0, 1, 2, 3

(↑ means more easiness)
DEA.9

Will you drink alcohol when you are in high school?

0, 1, 2, 3

(↑ means more frequency)
DEA.10

How often do you drink alcohol right now?
(↑ means more frequency)

0, 1, 2, 3
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Table 5.7: Frequency and types of missing values for alcohol items in ALEXSA pilot
study with n = 319 participants (DK=don’t know, RF=refused)
Variable

Missing

Missing Types

RECOG

101

DK=92, Misspecified=9

DEA.1

121

RF=6, DK=14, Skipped=101

DEA.2

110

RF=4, DK=5, Skipped=101

DEA.3

113

RF=5, DK=7, Skipped=101

DEA.4

122

RF=3, DK=18, Skipped=101

DEA.5

109

RF=4, DK=4, Skipped=101

DEA.6

115

RF=10, DK=4, Skipped=101

DEA.7

114

RF=8, DK=5, Skipped=101

DEA.8

115

RF=9, DK=5, Skipped=101

DEA.9

118

RF=5, DK=12, Skipped=101

DEA.10

105

RF=4, DK=0, Skipped=101
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The missing values in the resulting dataset, therefore, are a mixture of legitimately
skipped questions, inadvertent skips, don’t-know responses, and refusals.
The items used in this analysis are listed in Table 5.6, and the number and
type of missing values for each item are shown in Table 5.7. Each of the items after
the stem question (RECOG) is binary or ordinal. The alcohol risk index is computed
as a weighted sum of those items, and is defined only for those who recognized the
drug. Among the n = 319 participants in this study, 206 correctly identified alcohol
and proceeded to the remaining items; 92 participants answered “I don’t know” to the
stem question; and 12 participants mistakenly identified alcohol as other drugs; and 9
participants were mistakenly coded as not knowing what alcohol is, even though they
apparently did, causing the remaining items to be skipped inadvertently.
The results from this study will be heavily influenced by how we handle the
data from the stem question. In an ideal world, the stem question would allow us to
unambiguously divide the participants into two groups: those who recognize alcohol,
and those who do not. The 206 + 9 = 215 participants who answered alcohol, beer,
wine, etc. are presumably cognizant enough to answer the remaining questions. It
also seems reasonable to assume that the 12 who mistakenly identified alcohol as
something else do not have sufficient knowledge to provide trustworthy answers to
DEA.1—DEA10. The crucial issue is how to handle the 92 participants who said “I
don’t know.” One possibility is to assume that none of these individuals knew about
alcohol and that they could not knowledgeably answer the remaining questions. It
is difficult to believe, however, that nearly one third of children in this study had no
awareness of the substance. Rather, the researchers believed that in many cases, a
response of “I don’t know” simply indicated that the participant was uncooperative
and did not want to provide information at that time. The most reasonable way to
proceed, in our opinion, is to regard these as a mixture of individuals who are truly
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naive and individuals who really do know about alcohol. Additional covariates—
especially age—may help us to estimate the probability for any child of belonging to
one group or the other.
In the analysis, we apply an LCSM to multiply impute the missing values of
the alcohol items and compare the results to those from an assumption that nonresponse is ignorable. We will interpret the stem question as having 215 positive
responses (indicating sufficient awareness of alcohol), 12 negative responses (indicating insufficient awareness), and 92 missing values. For the latter, we will impute a
binary response (positive or negative) as we impute responses to the missing values
for DEA.2–DEA.10. If the imputed value for the stem question is positive, we will
aggregate the imputed values for DEA.2–DEA.10 for that individual into an overall
score for the alcohol risk index; if the imputed value for the stem question is negative,
we will ignore the imputations for DEA.2–DEA.10 and leave the alcohol risk index
undefined.
Covariates will play a crucial role in this imputation procedure, because they
will help us to distinguish those who know about alcohol from those who do not. Covariates used in this analysis, which are listed in Table 5.8, include sex, age, number of siblings (which is thought to influence exposure), and an ordinal measure
of academic achievement. The SCHOOL variable describes the environment from
which the child was recruited. The n = 319 participants in this study were drawn
from three places. Some (SCHOOL=1) attended an ordinary public school. Others
(SCHOOL=2) attended an enrichment program for children with learning disabilities
and other special needs. The remaining children (SCHOOL=3) were housed in an inpatient facility where they were receiving treatment for various psychiatric conditions.
The researchers drew participants from these three diverse environments because they
wanted to demonstrate the utility of ALEXSA to measure predictors of APB’s across
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Table 5.8: Descriptions of covariates from the ALEXSA data
Variable

Description

SEX

0=female, 1=male

AGE

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

SIB

Total number of siblings (0, . . . , 10)

GRADE

A=5, B=4, C=3, D=2, F=1

SCHOOL

Ordinary=1, Enhancement=2, Psychiatric=3

CON.1

Broke curfew 3+ times? (0=no, 1=yes)

CON.2

Lied to get of doing something 3+ times (0=no, 1=yes)

CON.3

Ever skipped school? (0=no, 1=yes)

CON.4

Stolen worth $10+ from family? (0=no, 1=yes)

CON.5

Stolen worth $10+ from non-family? (0=no, 1=yes)

CON.6

Ever started a fight? (0=no, 1=yes)

CON.7

Ever scare someone to get way? (0=no, 1=yes)

CON.8

Breaking & Entering (0=no, 1=yes)

CON.9

Break into car (0=no, 1=yes)

CON.10

Ever vandalized? (0=no, 1=yes)

CON.11

Ever start fire where not supposed to be? (0=no, 1=yes)
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populations with diverse risk. The remaining covariates in Table 5.8 come from another section of ALEXSA pertaining to delinquency and related problem behaviors.
These items will be aggregated into an overall index of conduct disorder. One of our
post-imputation analyses will involve the correlation between the alcohol risk and conduct disorder indices, which helps us to validate both of these measures. The conduct
disorder items contain a small number of missing values, but missingness on this section was much less problematic than for the alcohol portion. Missing values for the
conduct disorder items will be imputed, but their missingness indicators will not be
modeled.
5.2.2

Identifying a latent-class structure
As with the FLAS data, we begin this analysis by fitting various LC models to

the missingness indicators to identify an appropriate number of classes. As we pointed
out in Chapter 3, the LCSM does not need to regard the missingness indicators as
binary. If different types of missing values are present, we can distinguish among
them to obtain a richer description of the missing-data mechanism. Consequently,
we will model the missingness indicators for DEA.1–DEA.10 as nominal with four
levels: 1=observed, 2=skipped, 3=refused, and 4=don’t know. In addition, we will
include the stem question in the LC model, regarding it as nominal with three levels:
1=correctly indentified alcohol, 2=don’t know, and 3=incorrectly identified alcohol as
something else. This item is not purely a missingness indicator, but a combination
of missing-data codes and responses regarded as known. Because the stem question
plays such an important role in this analysis, we coded the item this way in the latentclass portion of the LCSM to provide the richest possible description of the classes.
Later, we will code the stem question as binary (know alcohol, does not know alcohol),
introduce it as a predictor in the LC regression part, and impute values for the “don’t
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Table 5.9: Fit statistics for latent-class models describing the missingness indicators
in the ALEXSA alcohol data
Number of classes

G2

# of par

2

418.323

33

3

271.809

66

4

208.320

99

5

181.614

122

know” responses that will represent the subject’s true underlying state of knowledge
about the substance.
We began by fitting an LC model with two classes using an EM algorithm, and
then increased the number of classes to three, four, and five. The deviance fit statistics
and number of parameters for each of these models are shown in Table 5.9. As before,
we do not report any likelihood-based p-values for these G2 statistics, because the data
are too sparse for the usual χ2 approximations to be reliable. Rather than attempting
to select a model by likelihood values alone, we will assess the fit of these models by
comparing the G2 statistics to their PPCD’s.
To simulate the PPCD’s, we need to specify prior distributions for the parameters of the traditional LC model. We applied independent Dirichlet prior distributions
to the class prevalences and item-response probability within each class, setting the
hyperparameters α to 1/2, which corresponds to the Jeffreys’ noninformative prior.
We then simulated 1,000 random draws of G2 from each model using the procedure
of Rubin and Stern (1994). The posterior predictive p-values, defined as the proportion of simulated G2 values exceeding the observed G2 for each model, are shown in
Table 5.10. From these results, it appears that three-, four-, and five-class models all
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Table 5.10: Posterior predictive p-values for latent-class models for ALEXSA alcohol
data
Model Description

G2

p-value

2 Latent Classes

418.3226

0.000

3 Latent Classes

271.8089

0.701

4 Latent Classes

208.3202

0.997

5 Latent Classes

181.6136

0.999

describe the data fairly well, at least with respect to this one index of overall fit.
In addition to examining the overall fit of each model, it is also helpful to
compare the fit of one model to another. The difference-in-G2 statistics for these
nested models should not be compared to χ2 distributions, because here the regularity
conditions needed to obtain a limiting χ2 distribution fail (Aitkin and Rubin, 1985;
Ghosh and Sen, 1985; Lindsay, 1995). Therefore, we will compare each differencein-G2 statistic (∆G2 ) to simulated values drawn from its PPCD distribution. Using
the procedure described by Rubin and Stern (1994), we drew 1000 values each from
the PPCD’s of ∆G2 to compare 3 versus 4, 3 versus 5, and 4 versus 5 classes. For
comparing 3 versus 4 classes, and 3 versus 5 classes, essentially all 1,000 simulated
values fall below the actual ∆G2 , indicating that the 3-class model could be rejected
in favor of the 4-class and 5-class models. For comparing the 4-class to the 5-class
model, however, 893 of the 1,000 simulated ∆G2 values exceeded the actual statistic,
indicating that there is little evidence to prefer 5 classes to 4 classes.
Based on these PPCD’s, we decided that the missingness mechanism is best
described by four classes. Maximum-likelihood estimates of the class prevalences and
measurement parameters from the four-class model are reported in Table 5.12. The
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Table 5.11: Posterior predictive p-values for nested model comparisons
# Classes Null

# Classes Alt.

4G2

p-value

3

4

63.49

0.001

3

5

90.20

0.001

4

5

27.61

0.893

values of the measurement parameters suggest that Class 1 represents those who correctly identify alcohol and answer all the remaining questions with high probability.
Class 2 represents those who tend to respond “I don’t know” or provide incorrect
answers to the stem question, causing the data collector to skip the remaining items.
About 8% of the individuals in Class 2, however, do apparently know what alcohol
is, so this class also includes those for whom the remaining items were incorrectly
skipped. Class 3 represents those who were moderately likely to refuse to answer
DEA.1–DEA.10, and Class 4 represents those who were moderately likely to say “I
don’t know”. We estimate that about 55% of the subjects belong to Class 1, 35%
belong to Class, 3% belong to Class 3, and 6% belong to Class 4. The 45 response
patterns in the raw data have now been succinctly summarized by just four prototypes.
Notice that in Class 3, the probability of refusing to answer individual items is
moderately high, but some persons in this class do provide answers to each item. This
is good news for the LCSM, because it shows that the observed data contain useful
information for imputing the missing values in this class. Similarly, in Class 4, the
rates of “don’t know” are elevated relative to the other classes, but a majority within
the class still answers any item, so we have a firm basis to impute the missing values
within this class as well. The most problematic group is Class 2, whose members were
told to skip items DEA.1–DEA.10 with probability 1. For the children in this class
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Table 5.12: ML estimates under the four-class model
Items

Class 1 (55.3 %)

Class 2 (35.4 %)

Cor

DK

Incor

Cor

DK

Incor

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.08

0.81

0.11

Ans

Skip

Refuse

DK

Ans

Skip

Refuse

DK

DEA.1

0.96

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

DEA.2

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

DEA.3

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

DEA.4

0.96

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

DEA.5

0.99

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

DEA.6

0.97

0.00

0.03

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

DEA.7

0.97

0.00

0.03

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

DEA.8

0.98

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

DEA.9

0.96

0.00

0.01

0.04

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

DEA.10

0.99

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

RECOG

Items

Class 3 (2.8 %)

Class 4 (6.4 %)

Cor

DK

Incor

Cor

DK

Incor

1.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

Ans

Skip

Refuse

DK

Ans

Skip

Refuse

DK

DEA.1

0.45

0.00

0.44

0.11

0.57

0.00

0.06

0.38

DEA.2

0.79

0.00

0.21

0.00

0.69

0.00

0.10

0.21

DEA.3

0.56

0.00

0.44

0.00

0.63

0.00

0.05

0.32

DEA.4

0.67

0.00

0.33

0.00

0.49

0.00

0.00

0.51

DEA.5

0.56

0.00

0.44

0.00

0.90

0.00

0.00

0.10

DEA.6

0.55

0.00

0.45

0.00

0.80

0.00

0.00

0.20

DEA.7

0.66

0.00

0.34

0.00

0.75

0.00

0.00

0.25

DEA.8

0.24

0.00

0.76

0.00

0.81

0.00

0.05

0.14

DEA.9

0.45

0.00

0.43

0.11

0.80

0.00

0.00

0.20

DEA.10

0.67

0.00

0.33

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

RECOG
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who know what alcohol is, the missing values for the remaining items will have to
be imputed by gleaning information from the other classes. The LCSM will have to
borrow responses from children in other classes whose covariate values are similar to
theirs. The LCSM will also need to predict the true state of alcohol knowledge for
the children in the class who responded “I don’t know” to the stem question. These
predictions will also based on information gleaned from the other covariates in the
model.
5.2.3

Specifying the remaining parts of the LCSM
The latent-class structure describing the missing-data indicators is quite inter-

esting, but ultimately it is only a device to help us predict the missing values of the
alcohol items for each individual. To finish the specification of the LCSM, we will need
to apply a population model to the items themselves, and regress the latent classes on
the items.
Following the common practice of researchers who use MI, we will apply a multivariate normal population model to the items in this dataset, treating the binary and
ordinal items as if they are continuous for purposes of imputation. We are primarily
interested in the overall alcohol risk index, which is a weighted sum of responses to
DEA.2–DEA.10. We want to characterize the distribution of this index, and preserve
its basic relationships to the other covariates. Therefore, we will apply a multivariate
normal distribution to DEA.2–DEA.10 and all the covariates listed in Table 5.8. The
nominal variable DEA.1 is omitted from this model because it is not needed for the
risk index. The nominal SCHOOL, which has three levels, is replaced by two dummy
indicators to distinguish among the three levels. The stem question, RECOG, will
enter this model as a binary indicator for whether the child can recognize alcohol.
Finally, all of the variables in this normal model will enter the multinomial logistic
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regression as main effects to predict the probabilities of membership in Classes 1–4.
5.2.4

Prior distributions
With a multivariate normal distribution for the complete data, it is customary

to apply improper noninformative prior distributions to µ and Σ. In this example,
however, we cannot use an improper prior for Σ, because of the presence of the stem
question. Among those who do not recognize alcohol, responses to the remaining
alcohol items are never observed because they are undefined. For these subjects,
imputed values for DEA.2–DEA.10 are irrelevant and will never be used. Nevertheless,
the partial correlations between the stem question and these items are inestimable and
will cause problems during the MCMC run. To overcome these problems, we employ
a mild informative ridge prior distribution as described by Schafer (1997, Chapter
5). We suppose that, given Σ, µ is conditionally multivariate normal, and that Σ is
inverted-Wishart,
µ | Σ ∼ N (µ0 , τ −1 Σ),
and
Σ ∼ W −1 (m, Λ),
where τ > 0, Λ > 0 and m are user-specified hyperparameters. Then the augmenteddata posterior distribution as τ → 0 for fixed m and Λ is given by
1
µ | Σ, Z ∼ N (z̄, Σ),
n
and
Σ | Z ∼ W −1 [n + m, (Λ−1 + nS)−1 ],
where z̄ is the sample mean vector of Z and S is the sample covariance matrix of
Z (with a denominator of n). With this posterior distribution, the covariances Σ
has been smoothed toward a matrix proportional to Λ−1 (Schafer, 1997, Chapter
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Corr. btween RECOG and DEA.2 under the noninformative prior
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Figure 5.1: Time-series plots of correlation between the stem question and DEA.2 over
10000 iterations of data augmentation under the usual noninformative prior and the
ridge prior
5). The degree of smoothing is controlled by a single hyperparameter which can be
interpreted as a number of prior observations of (Ycom , X). Even a small positive value
of this hyperparameter—say, 1% of the sample size or less—will usually be sufficient
to stabilize estimation. After centering and scaling the observed data for each variable
to have mean 0 and variance 1, we applied this prior with τ = 0, m = ², and Λ−1 = ²Id
for ² = 3, where Id is the d × d identity matrix. This prior effectively smooths the
correlation matrix for Z slightly toward the identity matrix, supplying information
equivalent to that of three fictitious subjects. Under this prior, the augmented-data
posterior becomes

where z̄ = n−1

Pn

i=1 zi

µ | Σ, Z ∼ N (z̄, n−1 Σ),

(5.2)

Σ | Z ∼ W −1 (n + 3, [3Id + nS]−1 ),

(5.3)

and S = n−1

Pn

i=1 (zi

− ẑ)(zi − ẑ)T .

To see how this type of ridge prior fixes inestimability problem, we performed a
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Figure 5.2: Sample ACFs for correlation between the stem question and DEA.2 over
10,000 iterations of data augmentation under the noninformative prior and the ridge
prior
long run of data augmentation under the noninformative prior and the ridge prior and
constructed time-series plots for correlation between the stem question and DEA.2 for
the purpose of demonstration. Time-series plots for this estimate over 10,000 iterations
of data augmentation are provided in Figure 5.1. The iterates of estimate under the
noninformative prior wander to the boundary of the parameter space, whereas the
series for this estimate under the ridge prior appear to approach stationarity even
though they show long-range dependence. Sample ACFs for the correlation between
the stem question and DEA.2 under both priors are displayed in Figure 5.2. Under
the ridge prior, serial correlations are slowly converging but died out by lag 500.
For the measurement parameters ρ, we applied a Jeffreys’ prior independently
to the vectors of ρ’s for each item within each class. For the coefficients β of the
multinomial logit model, we applied mildly informative normal prior distributions to
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1

Results: Alcohol risk and exposure
Using these prior distributions, we ran the MCMC procedure of Chapter 4

as a single chain. Starting values for µ and Σ were computed from the incomplete
yi ’s under an assumption of MAR, using the EM algorithm from multivariate normal
data described by Schafer (1997, Chapter 5). Results from the first 10,000 cycles were
discarded, and the chain was run for an additional 50,000 cycles.
In ordinary circumstances, we would analyze the results from the LCSM using
multiple imputation. That is, we would save the simulated values of Ymis at every kth
cycle after burn-in, where k is suitably large, and treat these imputations as independent draws of Ymis from P (Ymis | Yobs , R). In this example, however, an interesting
question arises over how to handle the imputed responses to the stem question. In the
yi vector, this item is coded as 0 and 1, corresponding to not recognizing and recognizing alcohol, respectively, and the subsequent alcohol items are regarded as relevant
only when the recognition item is 1. Because we are approximating the joint distribution of the items by a multivariate normal model, however, the imputed values for
the recognition question are continuously distributed. In practice, we would advise an
analyst to round off these imputed values to 0 or 1 using a cutoff 1/2 or the adaptive
cutoff rule of Bernaards et al. (2006), and then consider the remaining alcohol items
only for the individuals for whom the rounded value of recognition is 1. However,
Allison (2005) and Horton et al. (2003) point out that rounding can sometimes intro-
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duce bias, and they recommend that imputed values be left unrounded whenever the
subsequent analysis allows it.
In this example, we are mainly interested in the overall alcohol risk index, an
weighted sum of DEA.2–DEA.10, for those who recognize alcohol, and we want to see
what the LCSM implies about this measure apart from any biases due to rounding.
Therefore, rather than working with rounded imputed data, we will instead directly
examine the simulated parameters from the 50,000 cycles of MCMC after burn-in.
These can be regarded as a dependent, serially correlated sample from the posterior
distribution of µ and Σ given Yobs and R. Using well known properties of the multivariate normal distribution, we can compute from any simulated draw of (µ, Σ) the
implied conditional mean value of the alcohol risk index given that the subject correctly recognizes alcohol (RECOG=1). By applying this same transformation to each
simulated draw of (µ, Σ), we obtain 50,000 dependent draws of this parameter from its
posterior distribution given Yobs and R. The average of these 50,000 draws is a Monte
Carlo estimate of the posterior mean for this parameter, and their standard deviation
is an estimate of the posterior standard deviation, a Bayesian version of the standard
error (SE).
Exposure to alcohol varies by age and sex, and because these variables are in
the imputation model, we can also transform any draw of (µ, Σ) to obtain the implied
mean alcohol risk index among those who recognize alcohol within any category of
age and sex. Estimates of these means and SE’s, computed from the 50,000 draws
of parameters generated by the LCSM, are reported for boys and girls of each age
in Table 5.13. For comparison, this table also shows the estimates and SE’s under a
multivariate normal population model assuming that the missing values are missing
at random (MAR). In every category of age and sex, the estimate from the LCSM is
substantially higher than the estimate that assumes MAR. The estimates from this
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Table 5.13: Mean estimate and standard error (SE) of alcohol risk index for subjects
who correctly identified alcohol, by categories of age and sex, under the latent-class
selection model (LCSM) and under an assumption of missing at random (MAR)

LCSM

MAR

AGE

8

9

10

11

12

13

Girl

2.0937

3.1368

4.1799

5.2229

6.2660

7.3091

(SE)

(1.0238)

(0.7639)

(0.5832)

(0.5638)

(0.7189)

(0.9680)

Boy

4.0171

5.0602

6.1033

7.1464

8.1895

9.2325

(SE)

(1.0200)

(0.7527)

(0.5602)

(0.5313)

(0.6870)

(0.9396)

Girl

1.4566

2.5694

3.6822

4.7950

5.9079

7.0207

(SE)

(0.9503)

(0.7049)

(0.5342)

(0.5185)

(0.6686)

(0.9056)

Boy

3.5020

4.6148

5.7276

6.8405

7.9533

9.0661

(SE)

(0.9508)

(0.6984)

(0.5161)

(0.4896)

(0.6387)

(0.8781)

table are also plotted for boys and girls in Figure 5.3. The differences between the
lines for LCSM and MAR represent a substantively meaningful discrepancy that could
easily impact statistical inferences about a population from a sample of this size. A
rule-of-thumb that we often use is that, if the bias in a parameter estimate exceeds
40%–50% of its standard error, then that bias will adversely impact the performance
of confidence intervals and tests. The differences between many of the estimates from
LCSM and MAR exceed 50% of their standard errors, showing that the discrepancies
are inferentially relevant.
To understand why the LCSM and MAR models give different results for this
example, we examined the imputed values for missing items in several of the simulated
draws of Ymis . We rounded the continuously distributed imputed values for RECOG
to 0 or 1, using a cutoff of 1/2. In the datasets imputed under the MAR assumption,
nearly all of the 92 subjects with missing values for the stem question were assigned
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Figure 5.3: Estimates of mean alcohol index for those who recognize alcohol by age
and sex under the latent-class selection model (LCSM) and under an assumption of
missing at random (MAR)
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Table 5.14: Mean estimate and standard error (SE) of the correlation between the
alcohol risk and conduct disorder indices for subjects who correctly identified alcohol
under the latent-class selection model (LCSM) and under an assumption of missing at
random (MAR)
Corr

Model

Estimate

Variance

ρ

LCSM

0.4612

0.0030

MAR

0.4865

0.0028

LCSM

0.4405

0.0032

MAR

0.4648

0.0029

LCSM

0.4293

0.0033

MAR

0.4524

0.0031

LCSM

0.4295

0.0033

MAR

0.4535

0.0030

ρsex

ρage

ρage×sex

to RECOG=1; only one or two were assigned to RECOG=0. In the datasets imputed
under the LCSM, approximately 73 out of the 92 subjects were assigned to RECOG=1,
and about 19 were assigned to RECOG=0. In effect, the MAR model estimates
that almost every subject who provides an ambiguous answer to the stem question
really does recognize alcohol, whereas the LCSM estimates that about 75–80% of
these subjects recognize alcohol. The subjects who provide these ambiguous answers
tend to be younger than average, and their covariates suggest that they have belowaverage levels of alcohol exposure. By assigning more of these low-exposure children
to RECOG=0, the LCSM effectively removes them from the pool for which the risk
index is computed, raising the overall mean risk.
To see if there is any potential impact on relationships to other indices (e.g.,
conduct disorder) under different assumptions about missingness, we calculated cor-
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relations between the alcohol risk and conduct disorder indices. The conduct disorder
index is defined as the average of all 11 items listed in Table 5.8. Simple and partial
correlations are provided in Table 5.14. In Table 5.14, ρsex , ρage , and ρage×sex represent partial correlations that measure the degree of association between alcohol risk
and conduct disorder, with the effect of sex, age, and age×sex removed respectively.
Results from the two models are similar, suggesting there is little impact of differing
assumptions about missingness.
In this example, the data provide no empirical information to favor one model
over the other. The fact that the MAR assumption implies that nearly every child
who does not definitely answer the stem question actually does recognize alcohol,
however, is very telling. This result, in our opinion, provides prima facie evidence
that the missingness mechanism is not MAR. We do not know whether the LCSM
is correct. In fact, we are certain that the LCSM is wrong, as all statistical models
are. Nevertheless, we have shown that a four-class LC model provides a reasonable
summary of the complicated missing data patterns in this example, and when these
four classes are related to the missing items in a simple fashion, the imputed values
for the missing items look more reasonable than they do under MAR.
From a researcher’s perspective, this example underscores the need to carefully
consider how to design data-collection procedures when answers to some questions will
determine whether or not other questions are regarded as relevant. Measurement error
in a stem question can propagate to other questions, introducing potentially large
biases. The procedures used in the ALEXSA pilot study directed the data collector to
skip all alcohol-related items if the participant gave an incorrect or ambiguous answer
to the alcohol recognition item. That procedure would make sense if none of these
participants knew what alcohol was. Both of the models we examined (LCSM and
MAR), however, strongly suggested that a majority of those who responded “I don’t
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know” to the stem question really did know about alcohol. Graham et al. (2006) has
recently argued that, in a situation like this, it would be wise to collect responses to
the subsequent items for at least a random subsample of those who did not correctly
identify alcohol. Moving from deterministic skip rules to probabilistic skip rules will
produce datasets from which crucial assumptions about these stem questions can be
formally tested, leading to richer and more plausible models for the incomplete data.

Chapter 6
Discussion

6.1

Conclusions
An incomplete multivariate dataset does not contain information that allows

us to identify the nonignorable aspects of the missingness mechanism unless we make
other unverifiable assumptions. Until now, researchers have explored the implications
of MNAR missing data by fitting selection models and pattern-mixture models. These
models, even if they make sense in longitudinal studies with dropout, are poorly suited
to multivariate datasets with complicated missingness patterns. In this thesis, we
have argued that a nonignorable model based on the idea of latent classes of response
behavior, is a natural and useful alternative to a standard MAR analysis.
We believe that this new approach may avoid much of the extreme sensitivity
to untestable distributional assumptions. We also believe that the new model will be
more attractive to social and behavioral scientists than conventional pattern-mixture
models, because the latent classes provide an intuitively appealing description of the
types of respondents found in the study.
Given the unknown true nature of missing data—whether it is MAR or MNAR—
we view this new method primarily as a tool for sensitivity analysis. When researchers
cannot be sure about the distributional form or correctness of a model, then the most
responsible and objective way to proceed is to present alternative results from a variety
of plausible models. In practice, missing values will arise for many reasons, and miss-
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ing values are not all alike. Ambiguous, refused or skipped items are not necessarily
the same, and it seems useful to have models that can distinguish among these various
types of missingness, allowing them to have different relationships with the outcomes
of interest. The ALEXSA application in Chapter 5 shows that different assumptions
about missing data can indeed lead to different results, with important substantive
implications. Because suspicions of nonignorable missingness are quite common, we
expect that the LCSM will be of interest to researchers in many fields.

6.2

Future work
In this thesis, we have proceeded under the assumption of a multivariate normal

distribution for the complete data. The normal model is a natural starting point for
this method, but it is also quite limiting. The multivariate normal model implies linear
additive relationships among the variables which may be too simplistic. Rounding of
imputed values, at best, only a rough approximation to more plausible models for
binary and ordinal responses. In the future, we will be extending our method to
more principled models for multivariate discrete responses. One promising alternative
is a multivariate probit model which characterizes binary and ordinal responses as
coarsened versions of continuously distributed noraml variates. These models, which
can be regarded as a natural extension of the multivariate normal, will be able to handle
larger numbers of variables than the log-linear approaches described by Schafer (1997,
Chapter 7–9).
To better understand our method’s properties, it is desirable to perform simulations to compare this method to MAR and MNAR alternatives under a variety of
missing-data mechanisms. Simulations of this type are rarely done in practice. Some
might regard them as artificial, because in every realistic example the true mechanism
is unknown. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to see whether this model performs
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any better or worse than other methods when its assumptions are violated. In a few
rare instances, some or all of the missing values later become known. For example,
results from the survey regarding the Slovenian plebiscite analyzed by Rubin et al.
(1995) could be compared to actual results from the population poll that took place
one month later. The missing-data patterns in that example were too simple to be
summarized by an LCSM. If we are able to find a richer multivariate example where
some of the missing values are available later, it would provide an interesting and
useful test for this model and its competitors. For a practical simulation setting, we
may follow Collins et al. (2001)’s scheme which compared the performance of MI and
ML under different strategies and missing-data mechanisms.
To make these methods accessible to broader communities of researchers, we
eventually want to develop software that implements the Bayesian MCMC procedure
for the LCSM in a reliable and user-friendly-manner. The LCSM procedure can be
implemented as an add-on to existing procedures for multiple imputation, but it will
require some additional considerations. The user must be able to try different number
of latent classes and compare the fit of alternative LC models using criteria such as
PPCD’s. Automatic procedures for eliciting prior distributions and recommendations
for these priors will also be needed.
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